UNIQUELY AMERICAN

INSPIRED BY THE ARTS & CRAFTS MOVEMENT, GUSTAV STICKLEY PUT ASIDE THE EXCESS OF DECORATION AND MADE FURNITURE THAT WAS SIMPLE, STRONG AND HANDSOME. HE WAS UNIQUE IN HIS TIME, A REBEL, BUT WITH THE MISSION COLLECTION HE BUILT SOMETHING THAT WOULD ENDURE. TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE REISSUED MISSION COLLECTION, AND FOR THE LOCATION OF THE STICKLEY DEALER NEAREST YOU, CALL (315) 682-5500, OR SEND $10 FOR OUR NEWLY RELEASED FULL COLOR CATALOG.

1 Stickley Drive
P.O Box 480
Manlius, NY 13104-0480

www.stickley.com
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Quality American Craftsmanship

At Brass Light Gallery we design and manufacture better lighting for your home and garden. To order direct or to request our product literature, call 1-800-243-9595.

131 South 1st Street • Milwaukee, WI 53204
www.brasslight.com
At The Kennebec Company we design and build period cabinetry inspired by the originality and craftsmanship of an earlier time. Our portfolio illustrating cabinetry inspired by the early Georgian, Federal, Greek Revival, Victorian, and Arts and Crafts periods is available for $10. We welcome your questions and the opportunity to discuss our consulting services.

The Kennebec Company, One Front Street, Bath, Maine 04530 (207) 443-2131, info@kennebec.net
When choosing a stove, we recommend the most sophisticated tool available.

“Taste-drive” the remarkable AGA Cooker and see how a stove can actually make food taste better.

Announcing a better way to choose a stove.

For most people, choosing a stove means looking at a stove. Sure, they may twirl a knob here or open a door there, but they understand that food cooked on one stove tastes about the same as food cooked on another. And when it comes to most stoves, they’re right.

But one stove can actually make food taste better, a stove that looks — and cooks — like no other: the remarkable AGA Cooker.

The first and only stove designed by a blind physicist.

Designed in 1922 by Dr. Gustaf Dalen, a Nobel-prize-winning Swedish physicist, the AGA cooks with radiant heat (the same heat you feel from a campfire).

Somehow, it seems fitting that a scientist who lost one of his senses should bequeath such a rewarding gift to another — taste. Now you can find out for yourself why Dr. Dalen’s design has delighted food lovers for over 75 years.

Unlike ordinary stoves that use superheated air to cook (and dry out) food, the AGA radiates constant, even heat from the top, bottom and sides of the oven to cook food quickly yet gently.

Nutrients and flavor are sealed in, so your food is moist, rich and flavorful — and won’t dry out, even if your guests are late for dinner.

But don’t take our word for it: To taste the AGA difference yourself, call now to arrange a personal “taste drive” at the AGA dealer nearest you. We’ll even supply the fork.

www.AGA-cookers.com

More than 100 dealers nationwide. Call for the dealer nearest you.
VISITS

46 Island Revival
A delightful example of the 1920s Spanish Colonial Revival, this house on Florida's Hibiscus Island has an attractive simplicity.
BY REGINA COLE

50 Swedish Arts & Crafts in Maine
A one-time summer house built just after 1900 bursts with colorful personality.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY SANDY AGRAFIOTIS

PERIOD INTERIORS

58 The Swedish Interior
Swedish style incorporates folkloric crafts and textiles, Gustavian furniture, and a unique reliance on paint color.
BY REGINA COLE

HISTORIC HOUSE TOUR

60 Little Cottage
So many people in so many countries have been affected by the unstudied and personal artistry in the home of Carl and Karin Larsson.
BY PATRICIA POORE

KITCHENS & BATHS

66 The Victorian Kitchen
The best new-old kitchens are less decorated, more authentic in their details. Focus on the sink, the materials, and a big black stove for a period kitchen that works.
BY MARY ELLEN POLSON

HISTORY GARDENS

72 Shaping Nature
Shrubs aren't usually cuddly, but the topiary bear with open arms at Green Animals sure is.
BY VICKI JOHNSON

PERIOD ACCENTS

76 Metal Impressions
Tin ceilings (and wall panels) are due for another revival in this era of imaginative paint-decorating. A Victorian house in New Orleans provides inspiration.
BY PATRICIA POORE
On the House Tour

YOU KNOW THOSE REQUESTS that come so many months in advance, you say ‘yes’ because you’re pretty sure that by then you’ll be calmer, wiser, more caught-up, and generally the person you always meant to be who would love to do what they just asked? I put our house, barely finished, on the house tour to benefit a local house museum. Well . . .

I could have written a check instead. I did it because it said to the neighborhood, “Okay, I’m done, come on in and see.” After seven years of tearing down, earth movers, construction crews, and furniture deliveries, I figured I owed my neighbors. • Getting ready was a big deadline. Light fixtures ordered at the eleventh hour, installed the night before. Overdue garden maintenance. Crates of toy castles, cranes, blocks, and cowboy towns to the basement. A sudden obsession with intractable stains I had overlooked. • The day arrived, and I was sick. Really: bronchitis and laryngitis on the heels of a bad pneumonia. I blew-dry my hair and used a red lipstick. Without asking Carl how he felt about all this, I corralled him as docent of the first floor. I thought, this is worse than working a trade show. Two hundred and forty guests came by to see what we (and eleven other properties around town) had been up to. • And I have to say, it was one of the most fun days I can remember, even if I did lose my voice. I was inordinately fond of every visitor. (House tourers are a self-selected group of friendly aesthetes.)

Talking about the house—the dumpsters, the funny munching noise as insects chewed away at the now-demolished four-car garage, the yard paved with asphalt shingles, Will’s asthma, moving out for nine months—was cathartic. I’ll never have to tell those stories again. I think this is what’s called closure. • Also, I got permission to stop second-guessing myself. After all, for over two decades I’d been looking at gorgeous houses around the country. Mine just couldn’t compare. But my guests didn’t see the house as a magazine layout. They saw the quirky use of Moorish furniture and William Morris in a house called Tanglemoor, bicycles and the lovelorn golden retriever. I could tell they liked it. • Now I’m letting things pile up on the coffee table, having parties, and thinking about curtains in a leisurely way. It feels really, really good. Home at last.

P.S. We have, however, begun demolition on new offices for the magazines. You should see the plans!
Every choice should be this clear. Vista Window Film is the obvious choice for designers who demand the extraordinary. Your exceptional design, priceless works of art, delicate fabrics and furniture all need Vista's protection to block out virtually all the cumulative damage from UV rays as well as heat and glare. The choice is yours.

Call for the dealer nearest you 1-800-345-6088 www.vista-films.com
For more than a century, designers and architects have enriched their projects with accent elements created by THE DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION.

Today we offer replicas of some fifteen thousand original designs, produced in varied materials readily installed by tradespeople or do-it-yourselfers. Whether you are involved with period restoration, remodeling or a new-building project we can help you add the distinctive Master Touch.

For further information call (773) 847-6300 or Fax: (773) 847-6357.

Or send $30.00 for our five book set of copiously illustrated catalogs, useful resources which will help you create new dimensions of beauty.
BORDERLINE

Narcissus — Yellow
Circa 1885
Available in Cotton or Silk from the Chantilly Collection

IMPORTED EXCLUSIVELY FROM ENGLAND BY

Classic Revivals Inc.
1 DESIGN CENTER PLACE, BOSTON, MASS 02210
TEL: 617 534 9030 FAX 617 574 9027

REGIONAL SHOWROOMS AGENTS: ATLANTA • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND
DALLAS • DENVER • HONOLULU • HOUSTON • LAGUNA NIGUEL
LOS ANGELES • MIAMI • MINNEAPOLIS • NEW YORK
SEATTLE • TROY • WASHINGTON, DC
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VISIT HISTORIC HOPE

HOW DELIGHTED the staff and Board of Directors of Historic Hope Foundation (Hope Plantation) were to see the Hope mansion featured in “Beyond Federal and Adam,” an article in the January 2000 issue. Hope has, indeed, lovely examples of Federal architecture. Some changes have been made on the site since the photographs used in the article were taken some years ago.

Exterior paint analysis revealed that the colors used during the late 1960s restoration were not those used by the mansion builder, North Carolina Governor David Stone, in 1803. The exterior now features buff-color clapboards and white trim, doors, and shutters.

David Stone himself was not a “relocated New Englander” as stated in a caption. His father, Zedekiah Stone, was from Massachusetts.

We invite the readers to visit this beautifully restored home and the 1763 King Bazemore House (vernacular architecture), also on the site. Hope Plantation is open daily from Jan. 3–Dec. 20 (10 a.m.–4 p.m). Please call (252) 794-3140. (email hopeplantation@coastalnet.com).

—LUANN W. JOYNER, Administrator Hope Plantation Windsor, N.C.

BOOK REPORT

WILL YOU PLEASE give me the author of the book North Carolina Architecture? It is shown in the photograph on page 68 of the January 2000 issue in the article on Ayr Mount.

—V. WOODS KERN Washington, D.C.


MORE LAUNDRY

THANK YOU for the musings on laundry [“Laundry” by Akiko Busch, November 1999]. It brought to mind pleasant reminiscences. When I lived in a Brooklyn brownstone, I always looked forward to going to the laundromat. My illustration studio was in my apartment [so] time spent while the laundry tumbled was blissfully free from demands. No one knew where I was: I could read, do needlepoint, or hang out on the stoop.

A more recent tale regards the siting of the laundry line at my home in the Hudson Valley. I love hanging the laundry and watching it dance in the breeze. The best solution was to wrap my line around two sides of my herb garden.

Two years ago I participated in the local Arts Board Garden Tour. After weeks of toil, the big day came. As I looked out over the garden, I felt that something was missing. Then it struck me—the laundry! If I had had a collection of Victorian underthings, that would have been perfect. Barring that, I selected colored sheets, tea towels, and shirts. The day was bright and breezy and the colors and movement added a lot to the quirkiness of the garden. Some people were offended but most were entranced. One visitor remarked, “Now this is what a real garden looks like!”

—POLLY M. LAW Saugerties, N.Y.
ANY GOOD HOUSES?
I collected *Old-House Journal* when it was a newsletter in the late 1970s. We were restoring an 1870 Italianate in Elmira, New York, my first dream come true. We wonder if your *Old-House Interiors* is a consequence and natural growth in the right direction for restorers—and why didn’t I know about this [magazine] sooner?

I ask a favor of you. Would you please ask Richard Jenrette ["Ayr Mount," Jan. 2000] if he knows of any historic homes available for purchase for restoration (or restored) in the South? We would like to stay in Kentucky but can’t find another historic home for sale.

We also restored an 1820 Federal house in Indiana.

—LYNN OLYMPIA
Kentucky Oral Historian
Louisville, Ken.

WRONG WRIGHT
YOUR MAGAZINE is packed with information and inspiration, and I look forward to each issue. In the interest of accuracy, please permit me to make a correction. In the article "Furniture of the Gods" in the November issue, the Frank Lloyd Wright room pictured on page 36 is not from the house of Ward Willits. Rather it is from Hollyhock House, built in Los Angeles for Aline Barnsdall in 1917.

—MARK M. BAUMAN
Garnett, Kansas

Of course! We switched the photo for quality reasons at the last minute, and forgot to change the caption.—THE EDITORS

SLIPPED ON THE RUG
THE COLORWAY of the Peel & Company carpet shown on page 21 ["Furnishings," January 1999] is actually Napoleon Cream (not Black).—ED
Abatron Restoration Systems meet and surpass the restoration and maintenance standards for wood, stone, concrete, metal, composites and other materials. Developed and manufactured by Abatron, they are based on epoxies, urethanes, acrylics, vinyls, silicones, polyesters and other materials in wide ranges of viscosity, hardness, flexibility, thermal, chemical and mechanical properties.

Examples of some of our popular products by category are:

**Wood Restoration**

WoodEpox: structural adhesive paste and wood substitute, used in any thickness to fill, add or modify. It can be sawed, carved, machined, nailed, sanded, stained, painted.

LiquidWood: liquid, penetrating consolidant for restoring strength and function to rotted or spongy wood.

Both LiquidWood and WoodEpox permanently restore structures, windows, furniture, columns, frames, statuary, boats and most rigid surfaces, and impart water and insect resistance.

**Stone, Concrete, Masonry Restoration**

AboCrete, to permanently repair, resurface fill and bond driveways, floors, decks, swimming pools, most damaged rigid surfaces, concrete, wood, metal and other surfaces.

AboWeld 55-1, structural thixotropic paste to permanently repair or reshape stairs, statuary and vertical surfaces without forms.

AboWeld 8005-6: To bond new poured concrete to old concrete and other surfaces.

AboCoat and Abothane Series: protective coatings for floors, walls, tanks, hubs, boats. Water dispersions, solvent systems or 100% solids.

AboJet Series: for structural crack injection, in a wide range of viscosities and other properties.

**Mold Making and Casting Compounds**

MasterMold 12-3: non toxic polyurethane paste for flexible, large and small molds, best for architectural components, column capitals, statuary, moldings, decorative and structural elements. Excellent elasticity, form retention and number of castings.

MasterMold 12-8: liquid 12-3 to pour flexible castings.

AboCast 4-4: pourable compound for rigid large and small molds and castings, from machinable tooling and patterns to castings of any size meeting most chemical/thermal/mechanical specifications.

**Structural Adhesives, Sealants and Caulks**

meeting all kinds of specifications for composites, structural and decorative components, indoors and outdoors.

WoodCast: Light-weight, impact resistant pourable compound for interior and exterior castings.

AboCast 8 Series: versatile, clear epoxy casting compounds in a wide range of viscosities, reactivities and other properties.

AboSeal Series: rigid or flexible sealants for most environments.

Rotted & infested base of a loadbearing column is completely sawed off and replaced with WoodEpox.

Antique window sash is salvaged, consolidated with LiquidWood and rebuilt with WoodEpox.

Consolidation and rebuilding of rotten windowsill with LiquidWood and WoodEpox.

AboCrete, is much stronger than concrete, bonds permanently & does much more, quickly and for much less money.

AboWeld 55-1, is much stronger than concrete and shapes without forms on steps and difficult surfaces.

MasterMold can reproduce capitals, structural & decorative components, statuary & other patterns quickly & cost-effectively.

AboJet series for structural crack injection.

Abatron products in all kinds of buildings...in all kinds of packaging.
Can a furniture pull be beautiful? We think so.

For over 80 years, we at Crown City Hardware have thought of all of our hardware as beautiful. Everything from hand-hammered craftsman pieces to finely detailed door knobs in virtually every architectural style.

To obtain our new 400 plus page catalog, please send $6.50 (refundable with purchase, include $3.00 extra for rush delivery) to: Crown City Hardware • 1047 N. Allen Ave.
Dept. 02020 • Pasadena • CA • 91104

"Get lost in the Details"
Creations that evoke a storied past.

Beautifully crafted European furnishings, sculpture, mirrors, architectural artifacts, wall art and garden ornaments. Our collection features authentic replicas from great eras of the decorative arts including the Gothic, Baroque, Tudor, Edwardian, Victorian, and Arts and Crafts.

For a free catalog, phone 1.800.525.1733. Please mention code AD2011.

www.designtoscano.com
Soft Centers

From Chandler Four Corners comes the Wild Moose Rug Collection, which combines two traditional crafts: hand-hooked wool centers surrounded by cotton braided frames. Pictured is Turkey Hunter, $130. Call (800) 239-5137.

Shape Up

Hedges is an apt name for a company that trains greenery into traditional topiary shapes, then dries or preserves the architectural result. From their Chateau line is Mansard, available in three sizes. To the trade. Call (800) 698-5656 for retailers.

Sit Down

From Anne David Thomas, Ltd., the Parterre Chair recalls the simple elegance of Gustavian furniture. Its designer, Jay Johnstone, traces its design inspiration to the formal boxwood gardens of 18th century France and Holland. $998, call (336) 882-9161 for showrooms.
Heavy Metal
A hallmark of the Arts and Crafts movement—the decorative use of weighty, hand-hammered copper—is carried on at Arts and Crafts Hardware. Candle, $20; holder, $25; hanging light, $650; door knocker, $125. Call (810) 772-7279.

Shine On
Magnify light by housing candles in brass and glass. The Raleigh candlestick and hurricane shade are both from Virginia Metalcrafters. Brass candlestick, $59; large hurricane, $19.50. Call (800) 368-1002.

Reality Bites
Fruits and vegetables from Apple Annie’s look scrumptious, but they’re made of “Cultured Wood”: crushed walnut shells bonded into shape, then painted, stained, and coated. Most cost about $10. Call (800) 428-7188.

Bird Artist
A treasure in the Terra Museum’s collection is Audubon’s “Birds of America.” Chicago’s Kenyon Oppenheimer gallery now offers fifty favorites digitally imaged directly from the originals. “Carolina Parrot”; $1,500. Call (312) 642-5300.

Knock, Knock
Who’s there? Dragonfly door knocker in solid brass with a weathered bronze finish from Restoration Hardware. 7” long, 7½” wide, $79. Call (800) 762-1005.
The Revival of Handmade Arts & Crafts Rugs.

America's premier collection of affordable rugs in the Arts & Crafts tradition.

Call, write, e-mail or visit our website for a free catalogue and nearest source.
1-800-365-2002
www.naturesloom.com
naturesloom@earthlink.net

Nature's Loom
32 E.31 St.
New York, NY 10016
FURNISHINGS

Stylish Simplicity -
In the United States, the white-painted daybed is shorthand for Swedish style. Called the Tuva Sofa, this one is from Swedish Blonde. Made in Sweden of pine, $6,877. Call (800) 274-9096.

Weaving History
Linneväveriet weaves fabrics from archival and historically-inspired designs. These linen/cotton blend tea towels and runner are from the Carl Larsson line. Look them up at www.linneväveriet.s.

Horse, Of Course -
The best-loved Swedish souvenir is the wooden Dala horse. Available from the museum shop at the American Swedish Institute, it comes in sizes from 1 3/4" to 20" tall. The original color was red, but they're also made in blue, black, natural, and white. Prices range from $9 to $300. Call (800) 5SWEDEN.

In the Swedish Style

Northern Charm
The Gustavian period is evoked in Schumacher’s Royal Sweden collection. On the Larsson armchair is Swedish Fresco; wallpaper pattern is Rydboholm Forest; Krageholm Striped is held with a Classic Tassel. To the trade, call (800) 332-3384.

Gustavian Walls -
Eisenhart’s Swedish Country wallcoverings, from their Color Tree Designs, were inspired by the decorative paintings in historic Swedish homes. Prices range from $24.99 to $32.99 per single roll, spool of border, or yard of toile. Call (800) 931-WALL.
Paper Magic

From Charles Rupert's Swedish Arts and Crafts wallpaper collection come Rose Garden and Craftsman, each approximately $60 (U.S.) for a 33 ft. double roll. The Carl Larsson border, reproduced from the Larsson girls' bedroom, is 14 1/4" wide, about $57 (U.S.) per double roll. Call (250) 592-4916.

Good Day Sunshine

Capel's colorful dhurrie is like a pool of sunshine on the floor. Zanzibar, from 3' x 5'6" to 8' x 11'6", prices range from $98.75 to $547.50. Other colorways are available. Call (800) 334-3711.

Enlightenment

Mirrors were valued for their ability to bring light into a room as well as for their beauty. This one, from Diane Watts, measures 69" x 39". In French green old gesso finish and clear, beveled, or antique glass. Custom sizes and finishes are available. $3800. Call (856) 235-1202.

Not Brown

Maine Cottage Furniture believes (as the Swedish housing pioneers did) that good furniture can be colorful. The Island armoire has companions in a bed, bedside cabinet, and 4-drawer dresser. Armoire, $2370. Call (207) 846-1430.
Master Craftsman
L. & J.G. Stickley's new Master Dresser is scaled to fit today's spacious bedrooms: 46 1/2" high, 20" deep, and 66" wide. In quartersawn oak or wild black cherry, it has copper pulls. Approximately $3,996, call (315) 682-5500.

French Style
Highland House added the Gigi Settee to their Rue de Provence Collection last fall. $1,799 as shown. Call (888) 831-5313.

Monsieur's Stuff
From French Heritage comes La Collection de la Liberté: furniture inspired by the work of Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi, creator of the Statue of Liberty. The Meuble Clavier stands 59" high, and has five drop-front compartments, plus a hidden one. $5915. Call (800) 245-0899.

Regency Beauty
Neo-classic design at its best in a commode from the V&A Museum collection at John Widdicomb. Fluted drawer fronts have gilded cornucopias. $9,045; call (800) 847-9433.

High Points
Soft Curves
From Flair, Bernhardt Furniture's premium line, the Bailea Chair's carving circles the base, making it pretty from all sides. Also available in leather, $2,565. Call (877) 200-4098.
Think of the possibilities.

Want to change your home without changing your address? At Marvin, we make hand-crafted wood windows and doors in over 11,000 standard sizes, shapes and styles. Add our unmatched custom capabilities and you can get exactly what you want, whether you're replacing a single window or building that two-story addition you've always dreamed of.

For a free brochure, call 1-800-268-7644.

Circle no. 353

Think of the possibilities® is a registered trademark of Marvin Windows and Doors.

MARVIN®
Windows and Doors
Made for you.

(In Canada, 1-800-263-6161) www.marin.com
R&D in Beantown
Restoration and Renovation has become the trade event old-house lovers don’t want to miss, whether it’s in Los Angeles or in Charleston.

When it takes place in Boston, however, it’s home. R&R began here seven years ago and comes back biennially, always with the latest information and great product exhibits. More than 50 educational discussions and lectures will address topics like historic paint colors, window restoration, kitchens, lighting, wallpaper, floor tiles, and more.

Keynote speaker John Fidler of England, in “Living with Layers of History,” will discuss the old, the not-so-old, and how to integrate them. It takes place at the Hynes Convention Center. Dates are February 26-29; conference sessions begin on the 26th, exhibitions open on February 27. Call (800) 982-6247 for info.

Conserving Conservatories
When the New York Botanical Garden restored its conservatory, it prompted cities and estate owners all over the country to look at their decaying glass houses in a new, appreciative light. Biltmore, the home George Washington Vanderbilt built on an Asheville, North Carolina, mountaintop in 1895, is a case in point. A two-year, $2.5 million project has brought back to glory the Richard Morris Hunt-designed conservatory, which is nestled into gardens designed by Frederick Law Olmsted. Unlike other conservatories, this one has a full basement. At 12,000 square feet, it is bigger than the floor above, and it serves as a convenient storage space and general work area. (The basement door was sited so that no gardener would interrupt the house’s view of the garden and the Blue Ridge Mountains beyond.) The re-opening of the conservatory will kick off Biltmore Estate’s Festival of Flowers, held April 2 through May 2. For more information, call (800) 922-0018.

[continued on page 26]
Today's most stylish walls are taking a cue from yesterday.

The timeless beauty of Anaglypta® and Lincrusta® wall coverings has been a part of sophisticated interiors for over a hundred years. Anaglypta® features an embossed surface; Lincrusta® has an extra-deep relief. One of the many authentic designs from the Period Collection, found in the new Anaglypta® pattern book, is sure to suit your historic home. You can also choose from over 95 other designs, ranging from classical motifs and florals to stripes and the new Armadillo patterns. These textured coverings are paintable so that you can customize the color or highlight the details with a decorative effect.

Save The Date

To learn more about decorative painting techniques for Anaglypta® and Lincrusta®, be sure to check out the “Fabulous Finishes” demonstration at the Restoration Show in Boston, Massachusetts, on February 27–29, 2000. The “Wall Doctor” Pat Niehaus will show you how to create the illusion of an antique metal ceiling, oak paneling, glazed tile, embossed leather, or gilded plaster work. These finishes are quick and easy way to bring style and originality to your period rooms.

The video “How to Hang Anaglypta® and Lincrusta®” features simple instructions for installing these durable wall coverings. It is available for $4.99. To order, call (800) 422-2099.
You say that you’ve scraped off enough wallpaper layers, and that you’re not going to do it any more? Understandable. Still, the discovery of hidden patterns and colors is fun. Log onto the East Side Tenement Museum’s web site, www.wnet.org/tenement, and you can have the fun without the work. Thirteen layers of wallpaper were peeled during the restoration of the Manhattan building at 97 Orchard Street; each sequential layer is revealed when you click on the one pictured. Dating from between 1870 and 1930, they range from predictable cabbage roses and muddy brownish patterns to elegant chinoiserie patterns, and one damask-like classic in a lovely shade of blue. If you want more of this sort of fun, click on an image of floorboards to see 10 different objects found during restoration. They include a ouija board, Tolstoi Russian cigarettes from 1907, and an advertisement for Dr. Dora Meltzer, palmist (the back is printed in Yiddish). If you can’t get to New York, this museum is worth a cybervisit.

**Old-House Interiors is Sponsoring . . .**

- The Designer Craftsman Show of Philadelphia. Feb. 4–6, Radisson Valley Forge Ballrooms, King of Prussia, Penn. (717) 796-2380.
- The Designer Craftsman Show of Boston. March 3–5 at the Colonial Center, Sheraton Colonial Hotel, Wakefield, Mass. (717) 796-2380.
- The German Village Old House Fair. April 1–2 at the Schiller Park Recreational Center, Columbus, Ohio. Call (614) 221-8888.

**OPEN HOUSE** Honolulu’s Iolani Palace is the only royal palace on United States soil. Begun in 1879 in the Second Empire style and completed four years later, it served as the royal residence until Queen Liliuokalani was arrested, brought to trial in the throne room, and imprisoned in an upstairs bedroom by U.S. militia in 1893. Restorers still seek furnishings removed at that time. The building served as the state capitol until 1968, but restoration has returned the interior to the time of the last Hawaiian monarchy. Gothic Revival furnishings were made by A.H. Davenport & Co. of Boston, the cast-iron Corinthian columns of the verandah came from San Francisco, and the silvery slate roof tiles were quarried in Pennsylvania. But the magnificent wood of the doors and staircases is native, carved by Hawaiian craftsmen. Call (808) 522-0832.
THE LAST WORD IN DECORATIVE HARDWARE IS PERIOD . . .
PERIOD BRASS!

THE FIRST CHOICE FOR SELECTION . . . IS KOLSON!
KOLSON INC.
The Finest Choice for Decorative Cabinet and Door Hardware, Faucets, Sinks, and Bath Accessories.

653 Middle Neck Road, Great Neck, NY 11023
Telephone: (516) 487-1224  Fax: (516) 487-1231
e-mail: kolson1@idt.net  website: www.kolson.com
We Were the Land’s

BY JOHN HEAD

Sometimes Grandpa started drinking at the end of the work day on Friday and didn’t stop drinking until late Saturday, giving himself time to sober up for Sunday service at Macedonia Baptist Church, where he was a deacon. He sat in the “Amen Corner” with the rest of the elders, whose duties included affirming the points the preacher made during his sermon. (“A man won’t do right ’til he gets right with God!” “Amen!” “Won’t somebody say Amen, again?” “Amen!”). The deacons also handled Macedonia’s version of Catholic communion, which consisted of saltine cracker crumbs substituting for the wafers and Welch’s grape juice standing in for wine.

The rest of the week my grandfather worked from sunup to sundown five days, and sometimes six. In the country, if someone can be counted on to do his job and do it well, people say, “He’s not afraid of work.” Not only was Grandpa “not afraid of work,” he was a predator and work was his prey. He tracked it down and attacked it, never seeming to find enough of it to satisfy his thirst for it. He expected everyone around him to have the same attitude. He made no exception for his children. One of my aunts told me about the time a neighbor stopped by the farm one evening and found my grandfather and his daughter working in the fields.

“Buddy, you ought not to work those children so hard,” the man said.

“Why do you think I had ‘em if they wasn’t going to work?” Grandpa snapped.

Grandpa was a cash-and-carry man, hewing to the sage advice Polonius gave Laertes. He neither loaned money nor borrowed it. (I overheard him on the telephone trying to console a troubled friend. “If there’s anything I can do to help,” he said, “anything at all, just ask, as long as it doesn’t involve money.”) If he was truly strapped for cash himself, he simply sold some of his land. It would be easy to fault my grandfather and those like him for allowing land to slip away through attrition. But the alternative was to go into debt. And Grandpa had seen enough farms sold on the courthouse steps and families forced out to believe debt meant ruination.

So the property went, like pieces taken one at a time out of a puzzle. By the time my grandmother died—fifty years after the land was purchased—only a fraction remained to be handed over to a second generation. There were almost twenty heirs when the surviving siblings and the children of those who had passed on were totaled. They owned the property together, and they fought about it as only family members can fight—with even the smallest matters made large by past hurts that endure among people held close by kinship ties so strong that they hold people fast even when love has long faded. They discussed and argued and refused to talk about it until the last of them was worn down and submitted to the logic of selling the place.

With that decision the chain of ownership could have ended. But then, for reasons I did not completely understand, I decided to buy this rundown, overgrown, used-to-be-a farm. [continued on page 30]
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Houses and farmland once were living things. My grandparents embued the property the way parents pass their genes to their children. My grandfather gave the house its utilitarian toughness. It was unspectacular but sturdy, made to stand up under the burden of their children. There were six children at home then—five girls (my mother Myrtle, Bessie, Marie, Helen, and Doris) and a boy, Marvin, who was the youngest. The four oldest boys (James, Randolph, Fred, and Chester) had crossed over into manhood and were out on their own. They soon would be off to soldier in World War II.

As the years passed, the farm became a way station for my grandparents’ children and an ever-growing cadre of grandchildren. There were no frills; every feature was plain and functional. The house was all straight lines and sharp angles, like my grandfather’s face, and it was long and narrow, like his lanky frame.

The house inherited my grandmother’s gentle generosity. She cooked constantly, so the house always smelled as if company were coming. She made the lace curtains that fluttered slowly in the windows, like the wings of resting butterflies. She softened the angles with simple things of beauty—a sea shell, an egg-shaped polished stone, a ball of crystal glass.

Likewise, my grandparents tried to shape the land the way they shaped their lives. For my grandfather, it was all about clearing and plowing and squeezing as much value out of it as possible. Just as he saw his children as units of labor, he measured the land in bales of cotton per acre and bushels of corn and sweet potatoes.

The land was not only alive; it was teeming with life. Grandpa spent most of his time competing with those other living things to stake his claim. He fought adversaries of all kinds, enemies that flew, crept, hopped, or burrowed in to eat his crops. Grandpa was the stern disciplinarian to his unruly 103 acres. Once he got the land to bend to his will, he used an iron fist to keep it in line.

My grandmother, on the other hand, caressed the land with her fingers and used that loving touch to convince it to yield gardens of fragrant beauty. She grew rose of Sharon, four o’clocks, forsythia, morning glory, sunflowers, and roses of various sizes and colors. She picked from apple trees, a pear tree, and a peach tree.

Grandma’s green thumb provided me with more than an appreciation for the beauty and bounty of plants. It allowed me to learn the value of showing contrition after committing a crime. “Go get me a switch,” she told us, and we went searching for the instrument of our own corporal comeuppance. The trick was to come up with a switch that fit the crime. Return with one that was too small, and Grandma, exasperated, would go find one large enough to cover the added charge of attempting to obstruct justice.

I took such visions with me to a local bank on that February day when my brother James—an attorney who had come all the way from California—and I signed the papers to buy the farm. The bank president talked about how much he enjoyed working on civic projects with my brother Fred, the first African-American elected to the Butts County Commission. Later, one of the loan officers asked us if we had seen Fred’s wife Brenda, who was the first black branch manager for the bank. Whether or not the story about his being unable to get a...
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bank loan was true, Grandpa would be amazed at what took place in that bank that day.

He might have been even more amazed at the price his grandsons paid for the tiny puzzle piece that remained of the land he bought and the debt we took on to buy it. Grandpa paid two thousand dollars for 103 acres. The thirty-three-thousand-dollar mortgage we took out had to be more debt than he accumulated in his entire life.

A few days after the closing, I went to the farmhouse. I wanted to know how it would feel to stand there as the owner of my childhood dreams, which is what the farm had become. The lyrics of one of my favorite songs came to me as I walked up the front porch steps. It’s a Jackson Browne song about someone who “looked into a house I once lived in” to “see where my beginnings had gone.” Was I trying to see where I had come from in order to figure out where I ought to be going? This was more than a renovation project. I knew that. What lay ahead was the reconstruction of memories.

Yes, the house and the land are living things. Standing on the front porch that day, I knew this place no longer felt like the place I had known. I didn’t believe I could re-create that place, but I hoped to rediscover it. I wanted the stories of the Fitch family farm to unfold day by day, answering all those questions I had never even known to ask. I wanted my work on the house and the land to provide enough revelations to write the biography of this family place.

John Head did indeed write his biography of a homeplace. We Were the Land’s, from which this essay was adapted. Longstreet, ©1999; $22 at bookstores.
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The Dining Room Table

BY MARY ELLEN POLSON

Set with fine china, silver, and linen, laden with steaming platters of food, a centerpiece blooming at its center, the dining room table isn’t just a piece of furniture. It’s a social gathering place, an intimate room within a room, as Frank Lloyd Wright recognized when he enclosed his dining room table at Oak Park with high-backed chairs. No wonder the view from a Wrightian dinner table was often the most beautiful in the entire house.

As much as we humans love to feast, however, it’s a little surprising to realize that the dining room table—and even the dining room itself—are essentially modern creations. “We tend to think of dining tables as fixed, central features of the dining room,” says Janine Skerry, curator of ceramics and glass at the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation. “That’s very much a 19th-century convention. In the 18th century, rooms were meant to be much more flexible in their use.

“A lot of folks feel slightly guilty about using the dining room for other things,” continues Skerry, who will speak on the history of the dining room at Colonial Williamsburg in February. Such a notion was wholly foreign to 18th- and early-19th-century Americans, who, like many of us who own old houses today, made rooms serve double and triple purpose. Relax, Skerry says—it’s OK to get out the laptop. “When a room

ABOVE: The oval dining table evolved from the 18th-century practice of pushing two drop-leaved tables together.
RIGHT: A 19th-century Shaker drop-leaf design combines clean lines with the practicality of an end drawer.
BELOW: Smith and Watson’s radial table on concave legs with casters uses the same mechanism Robert Jupe patented in 1835 (see Resources, p. 113).
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On cold days, for example, the dinner table might be brought in to an already warm parlor or bedchamber; on warm ones, the table could easily be moved outdoors for al fresco dining.

ABOVE: (Left) The gateleg table in this colonial-era room stands at rest under a window. (Right) The dining set in Frank Lloyd Wright's Oak Park home creates a sense of enclosure in the separate dining room. Later, Wright would abandon the idea of a separate dining room altogether. BELOW: Stickley's reissue of a 1907 L. & J.G. Stickley design (see Resources, p. 113) looks back to the past and toward the future.

In early colonial times, the entire household dined together much as we might at a church supper today—on long, narrow trestle tables set up in the “hall,” a medieval term that usually applied to the largest room in the house. The trestle’s board, or table top, was literally only one or two boards wide and not permanently attached to the frame. The table quickly knocked down for storage.

The dining room *per se* didn’t come into vogue until about 1750. Even then, the table didn’t take center stage. “When rooms were not actively being used, the furnishings were ‘put to rest,’” Skerry says. “Early dining tables had dropped leaves, so that the leaves could be put down and the table moved up against the wall.”
Simply by lowering the hinged leaves on either side of the table, a drop-leaf or small Pembroke table could be stowed in a narrow space well away from the center of the room. An earlier space-saving design was the gateleg table, so called because its legs swung open to support wings on either side, and swung shut to tuck neatly under the folded leaves. Given the need for space in many older homes, the ability to convert a large table into a small one and place it elegantly against a wall is an idea whose time may have returned.

These small, compact tables were often equipped with casters and could be pressed into service wherever they were needed—in the hall, parlor, or bedchamber, or even outdoors for a tea party. On cold days, for example, the dinner table might be brought in to an already warm parlor or bedchamber; on warm ones, the table could easily be moved outdoors for al fresco dining.

With designers like Sheraton and Hepplewhite influencing fashions in furniture on both sides of the Atlantic, the late-18th century produced some ingenious table designs. Among these were half-round drop-leaf tables, sold in pairs. The two tables could be pushed together to create a roony oval table. Paired tables could be expanded to hold several leaves, or used separately as smaller occasional tables.

Pedestal tables debuted in the early 19th century. Supported by three or four slightly splayed, concave legs on a turned, central shaft, pedestal tables eliminated the clutter of legs under the extended dining table. At the same time—roughly during the Empire period—the wealthiest families began to buy their dining tables, chairs, and sideboards en suite.
Drop-leaf, gateleg and even trestle-like designs persisted well into the 19th century among plainer folk. Despite their simplicity, the best of these clearly build on 18th-century style idioms. For example, a Shaker drop-leaf table incorporates the straight, tapered legs typical of the most refined Federal and Empire designs.

Round tables were desirable as dining tables, but since they are difficult to enlarge without losing their circular shape, manufacturers responded by inventing mechanical tables. One remarkable design was the radial table, an expandable table that remained round no matter how large it grew. Using a mechanism patented by British designer Robert Jupe in 1835, the table twists open to accept dart-shaped leaves, then twists closed to lock everything in place.

Although the classical influence had persisted well into the 19th century, the dining room table—now a true fixture in the formal dining room—swung back toward the Rococo about 1850. The pedestal table grew massive and heavy. Crafted of mahogany, walnut, or rosewood, it stood on a sturdy central pillar supported by a heavy base on ornate claw-and-ball feet. Some tables were lavishly decorated with exotic veneers, or inlaid with marquetry, brass, or mother-of-pearl.

Heavy Victorian styling soon gave way with the arrival of the budding Colonial Revival and Arts and Crafts movements. Colonial furniture—both antique and reproduction—has been in fashion more often than not for much of the nation’s history. This is especially true of the extraordinary designs of Chippendale, Sheraton, and Hepplewhite, which are constantly revived and interpreted. That may be why so many dinner tables in houses of all periods reflect classical styling.

Although some stoutly made tables in the Arts and Crafts style carry an almost Victorian heaviness, their clean, unfussy lines reflect the movement’s call for a return to simplicity. At the same time, the best evoke the past and look toward the future. Take, for example, an L. & J.G. Stickley drop-leaf table designed in 1907 (since re-issued). When Jonathan L. Fairbanks and Elizabeth Bidwell Bates wrote about it in their 1981 book, *American Furniture: 1620 to the Present*, they noted that this design recalled the gateleg tables of colonial New England. The arrangement of the stretchers not only suggests the strong Japanese influence of the late-19th century, they continue, it foreshadows the approach of modern art. “The effect of the rectangular openings between the legs is like an abstract painting by Piet Mondrian,” Fairbanks and Bates conclude.

While the dining room table continues to be a strong presence in the American house, the future of the single-purpose dining room is more in doubt. By the late 1930s, Frank Lloyd Wright had already moved on to the open-concept, combination living-dining room. Only the furniture, creating its own world within a world, remains a constant.
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Online Feast of Furniture

BY MARITA THOMAS

W

ait a month and the landscape changes . . . nevertheless, based on my recent week-long binge through more than two dozen dotcom addresses devoted to furniture and furnishings, I can offer menu items to guide you to a site to suit your appetite.

If you know the manufacturer, a visit to that website is your first best locator. In most cases you won’t be able to buy the product online, but you will learn many details about it and be directed to a dealer near you. You can likely reach the site by simply tacking the company name (without punctuation or spaces) between the ubiquitous www. and .com prefix and suffix. If that doesn’t work, www.furnituretoday.com, the site of the trade magazine Furniture Today, has a comprehensive directory of manufacturers’ websites, often with links that take you to the company’s site in a single click of the mouse.

As any Internet shopper soon discovers, “surfing” is a misnomer. It’s more like slogging than surfing, although—be honest—visits to 24 actual stores could hardly be accomplished in one week. Locating furniture online can be done any hour of the day or night. Nevertheless, clicking back and forth among most sites’ numerous options can be tedious, and waiting for images to download as annoying as waiting for a table while diners hang tight over that last cup of coffee. Get comfortable and settle in.

Some sites are devoted exclusively to particular styles. Among them is www.dwr.com, which stands for Design Within Reach, a catalog and Internet supplier of classic modern furniture. Pieces include the popular Eames Lounge Chair and Le Corbusier Armchair along with furniture by contemporary sources such as Agnes Bourne and Dennis Miller. Photography is crisp; details are complete; delivery dates are short and prices are discounted. Mies van der Rohe’s Brno Tubular Chair, for example, lists for $720 and sells for $575 from the dwr site.

Restoration Central (www.restorationcentral.com) represents a forum of individual retailers, manufacturers, and contractors specializing in furnishings of the Arts and Crafts, Craftsman, Victorian, and Colonial periods. You cannot buy from this website, but you can obtain a wealth of information and resources. (In many cases you can link, in one click, to an individual supplier’s website.) While Restoration Central leads to both antiques and reproductions, www.furnitureontheinternet.com is a conduit to contemporary furniture craftsmen who specialize in making furniture that reflects the style of those historic periods. Visitors can search by furniture style (Mission, Shaker, etc.); by room (living room, etc.) or by product type [continued on page 42]
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[continued from page 40] (armoire, bench). Products are shown along with links. No online transactions.

Then there are megasites. At least four evolving websites offer a comprehensive roster. Furniture.com claims to have more than 50,000 pieces of furniture and accessories. They encompass the gamut of styles and pricepoints. Visitors can type in the kind of piece they are looking for and click “go,” or click a room, “best sellers,” “this week’s specials,” or “quick ship boutique,” which guarantees delivery within three weeks. Delivery is free and registering on line, during my visit, offered $100 off the first purchase. Visitors can get advice from a design professional by e-mail, phone, or through an online, real-time “chat.” Or key individual criteria into a Personal Shopper screen to obtain a designer’s recommendations. Upholstery samples will be delivered to touch-and-feel shoppers within 48 hours.

I searched for a mahogany dining table, which resulted in an initial 16 choices. Through a series of clicks, a large image of each choice appeared along with construction details, dimensions, identity of the manufacturer and collection, close-up views of a choice of finishes, and “sale” price (in this case, $2,896.80 compared to a list price of $4,405).

At GoodHome.com, visitors can shop by clicking one of five lifestyles (Classic, English Country, Coastal, Rustic or Urban) or a type of room. The site includes furniture and accessories. A unique feature allows you to click a room scene, then see it alongside three different sets of paint, wallpaper, and fabric samples. Click alternate samples to see the scene virtually “change clothes.”

HomePoint.com allows a keyword search or a click to furniture, accessory, lighting, or wall art areas. Within the furniture area, browsers can select a room category, an outlet showroom offering discounts, or showroom galleries of room scenes. Like other megasites, this one offers free shipping and a member discount. Once you have viewed the details of a piece, you are given three choices: add it to a “wish list,” e-mail it to a friend (or your designer), or place it in your shopping cart.

The roster of companies represented on living.com exceeds 100 and includes many well-known ones. Browsers first select by room, then product category, style, type of material, and/or price range. On some products, however, the notice, “current agreement with the manufacturer does not allow online pricing” appears. In such cases, which are numerous, shoppers can order only without knowing the price (or they can contact the manufacturer).

Still another true megasite, HomePortfolio.com, caters to the upper end of the market (and does not offer online transactions). Its product mix, while comprehensive, consists overwhelmingly of to-the-trade showroom products. While it is targeted to professional interior designers and architects, it provides consumers with a wealth of product information, al-
loving them to build a product portfolio. An index of brochures shows the logos of participating suppliers. Click the logo for company product pages and a dealer location.

Two additional true business-to-business sites, DecorWalla.com and AlwaysMarket.com, can also aid consumers’ research. The former is for interior designers and claims it will have detailed information on more than 100,000 products with real-time order-tracking. (At the time of my visit, the manufacturer segments of the site were under construction.) AlwaysMarket.com is the site of LifeStyle Furnishings International Ltd., which encompasses more than a dozen well known furniture brands: Henredon, Beacon Hill, LaBarge, and others. Although the site is for retailers, it provides direct links to websites of some of the company’s brands.

Via the Internet, specialty suppliers of every stripe have gained access to a worldwide market and vice versa. A store in Spokane, Washington, for example, operates www.craft-home.com, which offers Arts and Crafts style goods. From Tuscon, Arizona, comes www.modernhome.com, covering contemporary style.

While the breadth of product on www.myhome.com certainly qualifies it as a megasite, the overwhelming majority are kitchen/bath fixtures and fittings, hardware, and accessories. World2Market.com contains furniture and accessories from a handful of development organizations for rural America, Africa, South America, and elsewhere. BuyRugs.com is a wholesale rug site. Similarly, elights.com is a “lighting superstore.”

StyleforLiving.com directs shoppers to local-area showrooms. It made its debut covering Los Angeles and plans to add San Francisco, New York, Dallas, Atlanta, Miami, Chicago, and Phoenix. Retailer supported, it does not offer online transactions.

A technological lifetime ago, in 1994, David Cole, then chairman of the management consulting firm KSA in Atlanta, predicted that consumers would enter stores already equipped with exhaustive details about product features and prices. He also predicted that by 2010, “non-store retailing will account for more than half, 55 percent, of consumer sales.”

When it comes to furniture, the world wide web has set the table. Order in or take-out, the choice is yours. Bon appétit!
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ISLAND REVIVAL

A Florida island house is simpler—and more dignified—than many of its 1920s counterparts.

by Regina Cole | photographs by Steve Gross & Susan Daley

As the MacArthur Causeway crosses Biscayne Bay eastward to Miami Beach, it passes three small, man-made islands. Between Miami's neon skyline and South Beach's restored Deco and Moderne hotels, Palm, Hibiscus, and Star Islands are home to 150 families. Superbly located for privacy and scenery, the islands date to the 1920s construction of the causeway. They are part the ambitious engineering projects that also filled 300 acres of Biscayne Bay to create the Port of Miami.

They say Al Capone had a house on Palm Island, and that his bodyguards lived here, across the way on Hibiscus. They'd while-away the time on the porches, machine guns in hand, in case anyone approached their boss by water. Others claim that this Hibiscus Island house was a brothel. (The stories may have their roots in the Latin Quar-

OPPOSITE: The cypress ceiling in the living room soars 30 feet above the floor. The rattan furniture was made in Shanghai in the 1930s.
ABOVE: The exterior of the house is finished in a lime-based paint.
The kitchen still has the original pine floor; it has been painted in layers of different colors and sanded between each coat. Florida artist Richard Warholic finished the kitchen floor and made much of the Augers’ furniture. The dining room sideboard (above, opposite) is his work, as is the large cross over the living room fireplace. The kitchen table is from Santa Fe, and dining-room chairs are from garage sales. Like Warholic’s furniture, they have a primitive charm that is well suited to this house. Outside is a veritable paradise: shaded, cool, and full of lush greenery that’s always moving in the sea breeze. French doors open onto a porch from the first floor study (below, opposite) for a glimpse of the garden surrounding the house. The entire garden has been created by owners Claudia and Jacques.
ter, a nightclub operated on Palm Island by Barbara Walters's father during Prohibition.) And while it is true that Capone did visit this area, the history of the house on Hibiscus is probably far less exciting. It was built for $29,000 in 1926 by a man named Phillips, who brought an architect from Chicago to design it in the Spanish Colonial Revival style.

It's not an embellished example of the style, and that makes it appear older than it is. Instead of the wrought iron and Moorish tilework often associated with the revival, this house is rather plain, though spacious. Today's owners, Jacques and Claudia Auger, were attracted to its simplicity when they moved here about 13 years ago.

"We were looking for a trouble-free house," explains Claudia. "This one sits on a pie-shaped lot in the southeastern corner of Hibiscus Island. There's room for a garden, the sunset views are spectacular, and the house was in good shape."

She and Jacques did do some work. All the original windows had rotted. They replaced the roof tiles "with weathered tiles from Guatemala and El Salvador; the new ones were ugly," Claudia says. The couple sandblasted the cypress living room ceiling, which had been painted.

"The architect who designed this house was a genius!" they enthuse. "It's never too hot. We keep the windows open six months of the year, and in the summer we are shaded by a Royal Poinciana that blooms in spring and drops its leaves in winter."

Native plants, spare dignity, and a highly personal aesthetic set this house apart. In an area where the 1920s marked the beginning of modern architectural history, the Augers' home feels timeless.
Time spent in Scandinavia, thoughtfully assembled collections, and a very personal aesthetic make for color and warmth in a northern climate.

by Regina Cole | photographs by Sandy Agrafiotis

A house visit usually provides a glimpse or two into the owners’ lives, sometimes inadvertently. In this intensely personal house, though, the owners wanted to share the stories of their lives. Touring these rooms in Maine reveals important parts of the owners’ lives: their histories, their interests, and their passions. We see, for instance, that an impressive collection of Arts and Crafts lighting has been accumulated over a long time; that living in Scandinavia had an important influence; that there are many family members and friends well remembered; that the inhabitants harbor deep appreciation for craftsmanship and the folk traditions—and that no one here is afraid of color.

The house was built sometime between 1900 and 1914, perhaps after

The guest bedroom makes use of a folk tradition from northern Europe: a bed built into the wall, providing warmth and storage space. Like boat bunks, these beds also maximize floor area. The drawer hardware came from a piece of old mahogany furniture.
a design by John Calvin Stevens, the Portland, Maine, architect whose Shingle-style houses had earned him a national reputation by 1890. Although specific documentation has not been established, the house's gambrel-roofed design is reminiscent of Stevens's, and he is known to have worked on several commissions in the area. Elements of Arts and Crafts styling are found in the living room's fieldstone fireplace and in the high wainscot topped by a plate rail, but the rooms ramble as they do in a Shingle-style house. At the edge of a western Maine lake that provides breathtaking views of the White Mountains across the water, it was, like many of the best houses in a state known as "Vacationland," originally a summer cottage.

Today's homeowners have lived here for 15 years. The original structure of the house is unchanged, but it has been winterized, and improvements have been made to the kitchen and the upstairs bathroom. The furnishings that make the interior so personal include textiles collected while living in Sweden; lighting fixtures from Italy; antique, castoff, and newly built furniture; Arts and Crafts lamps and pottery; hand-woven rugs; and lots of framed art and photography. Rooms are painted in saturated colors that bring warmth to
The Sunset Room looks out over the lake. Right: (top) A wing chair is flanked by a Tiffany table lamp and a Handel opalescent harp lamp. (below) The dining room's wood ceiling and walls are reminiscent of the Larssons' famous home. Far left: Arts and Crafts pottery and majolica shine against the backdrop of a shell cupboard.
a home surrounded by snow for a good part of the year. Inspiration came from several sources.

“We wanted the house to reflect the time I spent working in Sweden, as well as the Norwegian and European sensibilities, and we want to honor the talented craftspeople who’ve played such an important role in creating our home,” says the owner. The dining room and the kitchen owe many details to the interiors shown in Carl Larsson’s paintings of his home in Sweden’s Sundborn Province. The inspiration for the bathrooms is Norwegian, “and everything else is an amalgam.”

As they move from room to room, the homeowners point to wheel-thrown pottery sinks in the bathrooms, a carved piece of fretwork hiding the paper-towel dispenser, recurring column motifs, fancifully shaped shelf brackets, colorful rugs and throws. Whatever was not created by area craftspeople is most likely an antique or a European collectible. Warmth and charm are the general effect, and beneath that first impression, individual pieces recall stories and personal meaning.

The most compelling impression, however, is that of color. Take the eye-popping pumpkin of the built-in bed in the spare room. The homeowners designed it in conjunction with their talented cabinetmaker. Beds were often built into the walls of northern European homes, but the few that remain (mostly in museums) are either in unpainted brown wood, or finished in the same

A kitchen alcove serves as breakfast nook, sitting room, and cookbook library. The rug was hand-woven locally, the table is antique, and the pillows are upholstered in Scandinavian folk fabrics brought back from travels and contemporary French textiles.
way as the walls of the room. This one is not only playfully colorful, but it also has the unusual luxury of lighting from electrical fixtures and from the windows looking out over the front door. Color enlivens the interiors of cabinets, painted to contrast with objects on the shelves. Saturated color turns the dining room from being simply a small, wood-clad room to a welcoming, warm retreat. A chair rescued from the side of the road is now a cheery shade of yellow, its new cushions covered with William Morris's "Pomegranate" fabric. The use of strong colors championed by Carl and Karin Larsson is also an element in many folk traditions.

"[Color is] something everyone can afford," the homeowner says. "A friend, who has very little money, recently showed how paint can transform space. She's got a wall that never gets any natural light. After getting to know our house, she decided to paint a wisteria vine there. It's great! Now the wall is colorful, pretty—and it hardly cost anything. We're starting a color movement in western Maine!" she laughs.

In its long, dark winters, Maine is a little like Scandinavia. The state also has great expanses of forests and mountain lakes, and, like Sweden at the turn of the century, a tradition of woodworking and textile art that's seeing a rebirth. It's a fitting place to bring to life the appealing style we now call Swedish Arts and Crafts.
ABOVE: Turn-of-the-century Swedish woodwork inspired the kitchen cabinets.
BELOW: (right) When the winter sun illuminates the room called the piazza, plants, pottery, and tiles glow in the peach-colored room. (left) Where there was no room for a bedside table, a local cabinetmaker built an oak leaf-shaped, hinged shelf.
visitors who love the color, comfort, and personality of Little Hyttnas (p. 60) feel the way Sweden’s late-19th-century housing pioneers would have liked them to—had they known that their intense debates on class, patriotism, economics, taste, and gender would result in a decorative style. Author Mathilda Langlet railed against the way the working class tried to re-create bourgeois interiors in their tiny homes. “Low, cramped, simple rooms packed with easy chairs, chaise longues, sofas, cupboards, and mirrors are infinitely more uncomfortable than if they are furnished simply,” she wrote. She condemned imitation of all kinds (including faux graining), and she argued that children should be given the biggest, sunniest rooms in the house. “Children, like flowers,” she said, “do not thrive without the sun.” Sweden had one superpower during the 17th century. Otherwise, the country was poor, even during the reign of beloved, cosmopolitan Gustav III (1771–1792). But exclusion from the Western march of progress preserved folk crafts, practiced in Swedish homes long after industrialization endangered them elsewhere. The 1870s saw the founding of The Nordic Museum, the open-air museum Skansen, and the Association of Friends of Textile Art by women who were influenced by William Morris. While not socialists, they believed that the traditional female crafts united women from all classes. Influential figures such as authors Karl-Erik Forslund and Ellen Key, (and artists Carl and Karin Larsson) turned the interiors of old farmhouses into models for new homes. Key’s book Beauty for Everyone championed a new lifestyle based on ideals of health and beauty, its roots in old peasant society. The Arts and Crafts movement augmented patriotic zeal; for three influential years between 1892 and 1895 the Stockholm shop Sub Rosa sold the best of English design. Principles of simplicity and function eventually became Swedish Modern. Today’s Swedish style incorporates use of folkloric fabrics, white-painted Gustavian furniture, bare wood floors, and the joyful, architecturally driven use of paint. Heavy draperies are replaced with live greenery and fresh air, and the personal and historic take precedent over any studied “style.”

THIS PAGE: In the dining room at Little Hyttnas the beaded board is painted deep spruce, the window trim red. The profiles are Carl’s and Karin’s. OPPOSITE: A more formal Swedish house embodies color, history, and local style just as the Larssons’ farmhouse did.

INSET: Paint is the most affordable and direct way to personalize and enliven.
Sweden has long honored its peasant culture: the wealthy, too, decorated walls with colorful designs and used folk weavings. It's partly a sensible response to long, dark winters, and partly a keen appreciation for ancient craft traditions.
The poetry of every day

BY PATRICIA POORE

What other house, anywhere, has had so profound an influence? It has shaped our notions of childhood, persuaded the world that the family comes first, and made a richly personal home the ideal. Swedish artists Carl and Karin Larsson created a place that to this day holds our attention with its force of love. *Lilla Hyttnäs* (which means something like "little furnace point" in reference to the area's past industry) was the home of Carl and Karin Larsson and their seven children beginning in 1888, when the house was used only during the summer and at Christmas. By 1901 the family lived there year-round, having added to it and enriched its vernacular (and rather awkward) original form. In 1894 Carl, already a successful painter and illustrator, began recording life at Sundborn in a series of remarkably intimate watercolors. After being exhibited, these were published as a book in 1899 with the title *Ett hem* (*A Home*). The artist's humorous and passionate text on the ideals of family and home was as design-reforming as the rooms depicted.

LEFT: The colorful front entry on the west side of Lilla Hyttnäs sets a playful tone. RIGHT: Larsson motifs surrounding the "sin cupboard" for spirits and cigars include red and green "peasant" colors, the informal use of beaded board, and a motto.
The wide dissemination of *Ett hem* (and later books) marked the beginning of a 20th-century Swedish style that incorporated Old Norse (or Viking) style, medievalism, 18th-century Gustavian design, Scandinavian folk traditions, and ideas from art movements in England and Germany.

The Larsson house, artistic and idiosyncratic, was built by local labor in a remote area where folk traditions lingered. It is very different from the bourgeois rooms in towns. Foreign influences played a part: English Queen Anne, Aesthetic Movement, Japonisme, Art Nouveau. Yet its principal rooms are, in one way or another, Swedish. The drawing room, designed around antique furniture already in the house, is done in a country Gustavian style; its wall decoration (green mouldings dividing the pinkish walls into panels) was taken from a late-18th-century decorator’s pattern book. The vaguely medieval dining room, with its “peasant” colors, incorporates late Gustavian and Swedish Biedermeier furniture. The workshop (or family living-room) has a vernacular Swedish Baroque feel.

The extraordinary appeal of the Larssons’ house, however, transcends its Swedishness. Radical in its time, it has no formal areas, no separation of public face from family life. Each room is meant to evoke a different mood, but each extends a welcome. Interiors are personalized with art and wittiness. Details are practical,

**RIGHT:** A contrast to the bright drawing room is the rich and cozy modern-medieval dining room, 1890–91, with its Gothic window, intense colors, and startlingly Modern textiles designed and woven by Karin Larsson. **FAR RIGHT:** The Japonisme cupboard with panels painted by Carl Larsson was moved from the dining room to the simple kitchen, where it currently sits beneath a painted shelf and rack.
The hooks, graduating in height with their placement on the entry stair carriage, have become a symbol of the family-friendly practicality at the Larsson house, where seven children reached maturity.

- An embroidered valance allows light to pass in a plant-filled window.
- A copy of Karin Larsson's weaving "The Four Elements" (from the dining room couch) is on the loom. It is still strikingly contemporary.
Inspiration in personal details: the frieze (by Carl) and Rose of Love portière (by Karin) between the couple's bedrooms (left); Carl's unusual bed (above). Karin's bunk (below left) is surmounted by the now-famous bow-and-ribbon frieze.

BOTTOM LEFT: In the workroom, a built-in couch designed by Carl and a Baroque cupboard. BELOW: From Karin's writing room in the stair hall, a view to the library and Carl's bedroom.
sometimes almost naive in design—a painted rack for trays, a hole cut in a shelf for the clock’s descending weights, a bench and lamp table built onto a bed—but through them we feel the pulse and delights of life.

Several rooms are not shown here at all, including the Old Room—built by Larsson as the repository of collected “old things”—and the miner’s cottage, or Lilla Aspeboda room, an intact painted interior of 1742 rescued from a house near Falun, which became the last appendage in 1912.

Many books have been in and out of print on Lilla Hyttnäs, now called Larsson-gården. Carl Larsson’s watercolor images are available in books and as prints. During the renovation of my own house, I sought out a book about the Larssons’ house in Sundborn. I hadn’t thought about the Larsson interiors for a decade, and hadn’t really studied them before, so I was startled to recognize echoes of my design in the Swedish photographs. How much had I been affected already? Now that I have children, an hour spent looking at the paintings always brings me to tears.

Juxtapose the lively watercolors by Father with photographs taken today... there is a strange aura of time standing still. The house is real but is an artist’s dream as well. Surely the children didn’t grow up and move away, or become old and die. There is too much life here. The striking contrast of art’s immortality to our short stay hits with blunt power. 

CARL LARSSON-GÅRDEN is in Sundborn, about three hours by car north of Stockholm, Sweden. Visits can be arranged by calling (46) 23 600 69.
FORGET THE NOTION that Victorian kitchens weren't comfortable, commodious, or equipped with the latest in high-tech gadgets. The Victorians not only piped hot and cold water directly into their kitchens, they invented the ice chest (forerunner of the refrigerator), the hot-water heater, and the gas-fired range.

Fitted with dry and wet sinks, tiled walls, a massive black stove, and dozens of utensils within easy reach, the grandest Victorian kitchens were clearly on the cutting edge of domestic science. Little wonder Mrs. Isabella Beeton, the renowned 19th-century English home economist, called the kitchen "the great laboratory of the household."

 Granted, few of us today would care to hand-pump our own water or cook on a coal-burning range. But given the 19th-century penchant for innovation, re-creating the look and feel of a Victorian-era kitchen needn't set you back a century and a half. While a score of cabinet makers build period-sensitive cabinetry (see Resources, p. 113), it's the details that help define a sense of Victorian style. Chief among these are the waterworks—sinks, faucets and fittings,

ABOVE: (left) Gooseneck spouts, like this Kallista reproduction, often featured lever handles. (Right) Sinks were commonly set into the kitchen furniture. OPPOSITE: Then as now, slate and soapstone marry well with cabinets inspired by the Victorian pantry, like these from Kennebec.
and by association, backsplashes. As for gadgetry (a.k.a., appliances), there are plenty of alternatives that keep the spirit of Victorian ingenuity alive and well (see “On the Front Burner,” p. 69).

Sinks Wet or dry, the basic shape of a 19th-century kitchen sink was a generously proportioned, rectangular basin, set into a cupboard, table, or mounted on free-standing legs. The most common sink materials were soapstone, galvanized iron (which required frequent oiling), enameled cast iron, and porcelain, although copper, slate, glazed earthenware, and even marble were in use. Smaller oval or rectangular pantry sinks were often made of copper. Fortunately for those of us with old houses, in recent years, manufacturers have been borrowing liberally from—and improving on—these historic antecedents. The earliest sinks could arguably be called self-rimming; lipped, drop-in sinks were a late-Victorian invention.

In the 1880s, the finest free-standing porcelain sinks reflected the height of Eastlake style: finished on the front and sides with ornate, enameled metal tiles, the basins were rimmed in cherry, ash, marble, or mahogany, and supported by cast-brass legs designed to look like finely detailed turnings. Less elaborate sinks rested on cast-iron, steel, or porcelain legs, or metal brackets.

Faucets and Fittings Running water first poured into kitchen sinks from the mouth of a levered hand pump or goosenecked watercock. This probably explains why so many “antique” faucets resemble these simple devices. High Victorian kitchens sported a more up-to-date look. With the invention of the compression valve, wall-mounted spigots could be turned off and on at the touch of a lever or turn of a cross handle. The cold water tap came first; its source was usually a well or cistern. Piping in hot water required plumbing a small boiler—i.e., the first hot-water heater—to the kitchen stove, then routing the heated water to the sink. Although separate hot and cold water spouts survived well into the 20th century, the wall-mounted mixer had
ON THE FRONT BURNER  The chief innovation in the Victorian kitchen was the enclosed cast-iron range—the big black stove. While early versions burned wood or coal, by 1900, stoves also burned gas, electricity, and combinations of fuels. Stoves were big and boxy, and the finest stood on nickel-trimmed legs. The basic elements remain the same today: one or more compartments for baking and roasting, with burners on top for boiling and frying. American stoves had an upright profile, while English stoves trended toward the horizontal. No matter what the shape, the kitchen range was subject to constant improvement—a trend that holds true for almost every kitchen appliance. It's worth noting that both dishwashers and refrigerators now come sized to fit in a large pull-out drawer. That means they can go just about anywhere—even in a period-look kitchen.
Sources

Sinks and Fittings

American Standard  
(800) 524-9797  www.amstd.com
Antique Hardware & Home  
(800) 422-9982  www.antiquehardware.com
Copper Sink Co.  
(803) 665-6733  www.coppersink.com
Eljer  
(972) 560-2000  www.eljer.com
Fireslate  
(800) 523-5902  www.fireslate.com
Frankie  
(215) 822-6590  www.frankiehardware.com
German Silver Sink Co.  
(313) 882-7730  www.germansilver.com
Kallista  
(888) 452-5547  www.kallistainc.com
Kohler  
(920) 457-4441  www.kohlerco.com
Kraft Hardware  
(212) 838-2214  www.krafthardware.com
Old & Elegant Distributing  
(412) 455-4660  www.oldandelegant.com
Sheldon Slate Products  
(207) 997-3615  www.sheldonslate.com
Vermont Soapstone  
(802) 263-9404  www.vermontsoapstone.com
Waterworks  
(800) 899-6757  www.waterworks.com

Tile and Marble

Ann Sacks  
(503) 281-7751  www.annsacks.com
Artistic Tile  
(212) 727-9331  www.artistictile.com
Classic Ceramic Tile  
(800) 394-7770  www.classicceramictile.com
Designs in Tile  
(530) 926-2629  www.designsitile.com
L'Esperance Tile Works  
(518) 884-2814  www.lesperantetileworks.com
Renaissance Tile & Marble  
(607) 264-8474  www.tilemarbleandgranite.com
Seneca Tiles  
(800) 426-4335  www.seneca-tile.com
Tile Restoration Center  
(206) 633-4866  www.tilerestorationcenter.com
Tile Showcase  
(617) 926-1100  www.tileshowcase.com
Urban Archaeology  
(212) 371-4646  www.urbanarchaeology.com
Villeroy & Boch USA  
(972) 488-2922  www.villeroy-boch.com

Appliances

AGA Cookers  
(800) 633-9200  www.AGA-cookers.com
Classic Cookers  
(802) 223-3620  www.classiccookers.com
Elsinor Stove Works  
(519) 669-1281  www.elsinorstoveworks.com
Fisher & Paykel  
(888) 936-7872  www.fisherpaykel.com
Good Time Stove Co.  
(888) 282-7356  www.goodtimesstove.com
Heartland Appliances  
(877) 650-5773  www.heartlandappliances.com
La Cornue/Purell Murray  
(800) 890-2020  www.purellmurray.com
Lehman's Hardware  
(315) 857-5757  www.lehman.com
Sub-Zero Freezer Co.  
(800) 222-7820  www.subzero.com
Thermador  
(800) 656-9226  www.thermador.com
Viking Range Corp.  
(601) 455-1200  www.vikingleague.com

Victorian kitchens could be cluttered, especially if they contained the full range of equipment deemed necessary by home economics mavens like Isabella Beeton.

Below: (left) Marble was a favorite for backsplashes. (Right) Wooden drainboards were more common; water-resistant woods, like mahogany or teak, hold up best.
The nomenclature of the kitchen has come full circle, recalling the earliest kitchens. American Standard's Country Sink, resting in an unfitted cabinet, incorporates an integrated backsplash, a wall-mounted faucet (also by American Standard), and an (English) farmhouse-style apron front. **BElOW:** After cooking over open fires, cooks were thrilled to have a combination cooktop and range. This nickel-plated reproduction from Elmira Stove Works has six burners.

**Usualy, the backsplash was made of the same material as the sink, especially if it was slate or soapstone. Later, combination sinks and backsplashes were sold in enameled cast iron or porcelain.**

mercifully appeared by the late 1800s. By 1915, so had the spray attachment.

Faucets and handles were initially made of iron. Later, they were nickel-plated or made of brass or copper. (Porcelain handles and buttons for hot and cold faucets were not as common in kitchens as they were in bathrooms, although they do appear.) By the 1880s, even ordinary sinks were fitted with strainers and drains coupled to rubber stoppers, in a choice of galvanized or enameled iron, brass, or nickel-plated brass.

**Backsplashes** Usually, the back-splash was made of the same material as the sink, especially if it was slate or soapstone. Later, combination sinks and backsplashes were sold in cast-iron, enameled cast iron, or porcelain. Marble, which paired so nicely with porcelain bathroom basins, was particularly desirable as a backsplash material.

While the backsplash protected the wall behind the sink, tile protected walls near the wood or coal-burning stove. In the grandest Victorian homes, high walls of glazed, 3" x 6" "subway" tile shielded against splashing water, billowing smoke, and splattering food. Tile had the added advantage of being easy to clean. Before cream-colored white tile became the norm in the 20th century, many fine Victorian kitchens were outfitted with yellow, tan, or brick-red tile, especially near the stove. In a distinctly English application, stoves were often set into a wall under a shallow tiled archway. Usually the tiles were square (roughly 4" x 4" or 5" x 5"), with some sort of repeating motif in a floral or fruit design. A favorite accent color for kitchen tiles was blue, a hue that in colonial times was believed to repel fires.
Shaping
Nature

Shrubs aren’t usually cuddly, but the teddy bear with open arms at Green Animals certainly is. In and out of fashion through its long history, topiary is strange and wonderful.

BY VICKI JOHNSON

Topiary is the art of training, coxing, shearing and clipping living plants into verdant sculpture. It encompasses not only plant “statues” but also trained hedges, mazes, knot gardens, and espaliering (training plants, especially fruit trees, flat against a wall). It is hardly a Victorian invention: Pliny the Elder described “hunting scenes, fleets of ships and all sorts of images” created from cypress trees found in the country gardens of wealthy Romans. He attributed the invention of topiary to Julius Caesar’s gardener during the first century B.C. • During the Renaissance, Italian pleasure gardens were adorned with ornate hedges and shrubs clipped into cones and balls, ships and animals. In Elizabethan England, lavender, rosemary, thyme, and santolina were used to organize medicinal and culinary herbs into a form of flat topiary known as the knot garden. The Dutch have embraced topiary for 500 years. Unlike the...
AROUND THE COUNTRY

GREEN ANIMALS, PORTSMOUTH, RI
Dating to the turn of the 20th century, over 80 shrub animals plus geometric topiary of privet and yew, etc. (401) 683-1267

LADEW TOPIARY GARDENS, MONKTON, MD
This 22-acre garden full of “plant statues” was started before 1929; it and Green Animals are the best public topiary gardens in the U.S. (301) 557-9466

LONGWOOD GARDENS, KENNETT SQUARE, PA
Geometric yews 75 years old, birds, rabbit, table and chair; stilt hedge; espaliered fruit trees; portable topiary in the conservatory. (215) 388-6741

MAGNOLIA PLANTATION, CHARLESTON SC
Estate dating from 17th century includes topiary zoo, camellia maze, and biblical garden. (803) 571-1266

FILOLI CENTER, WOODSIDE, CA
National Trust property 25 miles south of San Francisco showcases knot gardens, clipped yews, and Chartres Cathedral Window made up of annuals. Advance res.: (415) 364-2880

DISNEYLAND, ANAHEIM, CA
Topiary dating to 1958 includes Dumbo; sea serpent. (714) 999-4565.
French and Italians, the Dutch create small outdoor rooms filled with an array of animal shapes and “green furniture.”

During the 18th century, the “natural” garden was favored over the tight and formal landscapes where topiary had reigned. But the idea survived as a sort of folk art by English cottage gardeners until the Victorians re-introduced topiary and formal carpet bedding. Topiary appeared in Williamsburg, Virginia, around 1690. The heyday of American topiary was the heyday of American gardening: during the end of the 19th century and the early decades of the 20th.

But it was back in 1851 that Horatio Hollis Hunnewell, after 15 years abroad, bought his country estate in New England. His goal was to exemplify the fashionable contemporary gardens of England. On a steep bluff he built six terraces where he planted larch, hemlock, arborvitae, and white pine. They became the oldest topiary garden in America, and one of the most spectacular proportions. In So Fine a Prospect, Alan Emmet writes that Hunnewell “helped rescue the art of topiary from a century of scorn and ridicule . . . . In shaping his trees, Hunnewell followed the prevailing [European] preference for the severe geometry of cones, spheres or pyramids, rather than the representations of birds and animals that had been popular in an earlier time. In Hunnewell’s Italian garden, nature was firmly restrained in favor of artifice.” (The Hunnewell estate continues to be a private, family-run garden.)

Thomas E. Brayton purchased seven acres of land (with a Victorian house, rose garden, barn, and greenhouse) in 1872. He then hired gardener Joseph Carreiro, who had learned the art of topiary in his native Portugal, to create a formal garden with an array of green animals for his Rhode Island property. When Brayton’s daughter Alice inherited the estate in 1940, she renamed it for the charming topiaries, and eventually left Green Animals to the Preservation Society of Newport County. It fell to Ernie Wasson to restore the aging sculptures. The original yew and privet figures had been grown on simple armatures of wire and wood that were gradually disintegrating. Heads were drooping, legs buckling. The animals were carefully taken apart and rebuilt over “erector set” skeletons of rebar and angle iron. Current manager Christine Genga recounts: “I came on as Ernie’s assistant eleven years ago. Each of us naturally gravitates to specific animals,” she says with affection. “I do the elephant and lion, Mary Ann always does the giraffe, and Ed goes first to the camel. Then we spread out to the others.”

For nearly fifty years Harvey Ladew designed, planted, and clipped his gardens in Maryland, so expressive of his wit, humor, and love of life. In 1929, when he bought his 230-acre Pleasant Valley Farm in Monkton, Maryland, he brought his foxhunt with him from Long Island. (The topiary foxhunt consists of a racing fox chased by a pack of hounds and two riders on horseback.) Influenced by English gardeners William Robinson and Gertrude Jekyll, the amateur Ladew also created “rooms” in his 22-acre garden with hemlock hedge-walls devoted to various species in single colors.

Vicki Johnson writes delightfully off-beat garden features for Old-House Interiors, most recently on State Flowers and barbecue pits. Her recommendations for books on topiary is listed on page 113.
IN CEILING. It makes you think of old pubs and butchers’ shops, or urban kitchens and Victorian Revival restaurants in the early 1980s. Metal ceilings (and wall panels) had a well deserved reputation as a great industrial-age surface ornament, especially for commercial buildings, at the turn of the last century. They were an eagerly sought survival product of the Victorian Revival of 20 years ago—still made on the same embossing machines, by the same companies. Their usefulness should not be overlooked for residential application now. Tin ceilings (actually tinplate or, today, steel) are highly decorative yet relatively inexpensive, and easy to finish according to taste and talent.

The photographs on these pages, of an extraordinary house in New Orleans, were taken by Kerri McCaffety. She suggests that the invention of mass-produced, pressed metal panels during the late 19th century came out of the European tradition of hand-formed metal that produced exterior architectural ornamentation (and the Statue of Liberty). An inexpensive alternative to hand-carved woodwork or cast plaster, embossed sheets for walls, dados, and ceilings were light in weight, easy to ship, and quickly installed. [text continued on page 80]
CENTRE: In what was once the front parlor, light blue and pink patterns on the tin panels provide a pastel scheme. (There is also a green bedroom and an orange sitting room.) FAR LEFT: (and above) In the red bedroom, varying patterns progress up the walls, from simple verticals to more elaborate effects. The wide crown moulding, also tin, frames the high ceiling and its centerpiece, a red and white floral medallion. Each room has tall French windows that open onto the wide gallery (or porch), lined with Corinthian columns and draped with unique hand-carved wooden beads, like strands of pearls (top).
Presssed metal did not exist during the Federal period, so decorative painter Barbara Jacobs aimed for the look of painted plaster when she set out to paint panels stamped with a Federal-era design. She chose a historically appropriate color scheme of apple green, cream, and gold, and used oil-based eggshell enamel paint. (Primer must be oil/alkyd, but latex topcoats are acceptable.) She tested the process on a piece of embossed wallpaper, a step she highly recommends to help determine the order in which to use the colors, as well as the overall effect of the end result. Metal panels, especially ceilings, are most easily painted on a flat work surface; after they are installed, the caulked seams and nailheads can be touched up. Edges are very sharp—it is important to wear gloves when moving the panels.

Freehand painting not your idea of a fun Saturday? Glazes applied over a base coat give varying effects and require little skill, if some experimenting. Anumber glaze, applied overall and then wiped with a soft cloth to leave glaze only in the recesses of the embossing, gives an aged, three-dimensional effect.

PREPARING THE METAL SURFACE

Stamping machines leave a film of oil; to remove it, wipe the surface with mineral spirits. Prime the panels, using any oil/alkyd primer specified for bare metal. Barbara used two coats of Rustoleum. She recommends directing light onto the surface while looking for the tailtale glint of an unprimed spot, as water-based paint will promote rust in unprimed areas. A disposable foam brush helps to squish primer into crevices. Even under oil paints or glazes, primer protects the metal, and makes paint easier to apply.
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MANUFACTURED BY FAUX EFFECTS, INC., VERO BEACH, FL
Embossed metal sheets became a popular surface material for commercial interiors: shops and restaurants, schools, even banks and churches. Examples can occasionally be found to this day in bars, ice-cream parlors, and so on. Some of them are a century old, and a few date from the late 1970s and early 1980s, when the material had another spurt of popularity. But did you know that pressed tinplate was also used in steamboats?—being decorative, not to mention rot-proof and non-flammable. That use of metal ceilings and wall panels inspired a rare but illustrative example in a private residence.

Below the levee of the Mississippi River in New Orleans’s Ninth Ward you'll find the threertiered, architecturally bejeweled home of steamboat captain Milton Dulut. The house he designed and built in 1905 has a late Victorian sensibility, blending the architecture of plantation houses with Japanese influence and the flamboyance of the steamboats. The chimneys look like a steamboat's smokestacks. The belvedere is a kind of pilot house. Inside, decorated tin is ubiquitous and outstanding.

The house is still owned and inhabited by descendants of Milton Dulut and his wife Mary, who was the first woman certified as a river captain for the inland waterways. When the house was built, the main entrance foyer looked straight out to the dock in what is now the upper hall. The lower story, with its floors of brick and tile, was used mostly for cooking and storage. When the old river won its ongoing battle with the levee around 1912, the Steamboat House had to be moved 50 feet back, to its present location. You now enter on the lower floor, announcing yourself with the ship's bell. Ascending the staircase to the second floor, you can touch the delicate impressions of sugar cane or fleurs de lis (photo above)—pressed metal in a vertical design. From the upper hall you can see into four rooms where ornate patterns in the thin metal sheets adorn every inch of walls and ceilings.

The colorful interpretation shown on these pages dates to 1991, when artist Victoria Fell created two-color and glazed finishes. Originally, the tin was painted white in some rooms, and pastels in others.

Thanks to Kerri McCaffety, an architectural photographer in New Orleans.
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Spit’n’ Polish
Restores a Beauty

BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN

PHOTOGRAPHS BY LINDA SVENDSEN

"THEY MADE BEAUTY bloom wherever they drew their brushes" was the Victorian-period advertising motto of the Cattanach and Cliff paint-decorating firm. Their extraordinary skill is still evident at the Governor Henry Lippitt house, a 19th century jewel in the imposing Italian palazzo style. Its ornate Renaissance Revival interiors survive in Providence, Rhode Island, a city perhaps better known for its Federal houses.

Light fixtures and furnishings, all original, are superb in this house, but it is most appreciated for the lavish decorative painting, which includes stenciling and faux wood-grain effects. Flat, stylized patterns inspired by the historical ornament of the Far and Middle East (and also Rome) dominate the scheme in which colors were chosen in contrasting harmonies according to the principles of "polychromatic painting." Thus the Lippitt reception room was painted a vibrant pink with... [continued on page 86]
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shades of crimson and green. Maroon walls in the dining room are set off by contrasting green borders.

Henry Lippitt (1818–1891) was a prosperous Providence businessman and a governor of Rhode Island. Providence actually boomed during the 1860s from the production of uniforms (for both Confederate and Union troops) from its textile mills, and of rifles and cannon from its factories. By 1862, Henry Lippitt had amassed a consid-

erable fortune from his local interests and began construction at the corner of Hope and Angell Streets. No expense was spared. Introduced to local craftsmen through his charitable work, Lippitt hired them for his own house.

The library strikes visitors with its still-vibrant aluminum- and gold-leafed, Moorish stenciling over Persian blue walls. (Newly discovered, aluminum was as expensive as gold leaf in 1865.) Moorish ornament, so much in vogue, was appropriate for the overstuffed Turkish furnishings.

Time had been no so kind to the adjacent [continued on page 88]

*Cattanach and Cliff had been responsible for the richly polychromed interiors of the First Congregational Church and were hired by Lippitt (at 20 cents to 35 cents per hour!) to decorate his home.*
WILLIAM MORRIS
MORRIS & CO.
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Yield House
Renovator’s Old Mill, Dept.2471, Millers Falls 01349
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dining room. According to family lore, the day before a large wedding reception was to be held, an upstairs bathtub had overflowed, causing significant damage to the dining-room ceiling—elaborately painted in faux bird's-eye maple, oak, and black walnut. In a panic to hide the damage, the family patched the plaster and painted the entire ceiling beige the night before the wedding. When the house became a museum, the decision was made to continue the tradition Lippitt had established: a local craftsman was engaged. Bob Dodge, a landscape painter and stenciler, performed the Herculean task of removing the beige paint to expose the original design, which he then recorded, restoring sections that could be restored, re-creating the original in damaged areas. The restoration took over a year.

Fred and Mary Ann Lippitt, great-grandchildren of Henry Lippitt, are part of the extended family who helped designate the mansion a National Historic Landmark in 1976, and open it to the public in 1993. Ensuring income for maintenance, the upper floors of the house were divided into two elegant condominiums, sold with the provisions that the mansion may buy them back for restoration in the future.

See page 113 for more information.
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Manhattan Adventure

BY RICHARD H. JENRETTE

I still owned the carriage house next door [where Mr. Jenrette lived after he sold this house, only to buy it back seven years later]. There was no great rush to move back in. I could do things slowly and experiment. Having had the equivalent of a post-graduate degree from working with so many great interior designers over the years, I decided to forego an outside decorator. Also, I felt I had gotten somewhat in a rut with my decorating: walls were inevitably marbleized (no color, goes with everything, but getting boring for me) and the furnishings were the obligatory Federal or American Empire, all mahogany, early 19th...
Coming on the heels of my successful chocolate dining room, I figured why not go all the way in reviving the dark colors fashionable in the 1950s? After all, that was "my period."

MORE OLD-HOUSE ADVENTURES

"This book represents a fascinating personal memoir of how one person, while building several highly successful businesses, also found a fulfilling hobby in protecting and preserving his nation's architectural heritage." This from Charles, HRH The Prince of Wales, who wrote the Foreword. The businesses referred to are the Wall Street investment banking house of Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette and The Equitable. And the object of admiration is Richard Hampton Jenrette. In his brand-new book, Adventures with Old Houses, he brings us into a rarefied world of means, taste, and the best antiques. Somehow, we feel at home.

A photographic record (by John Hall) of Dick Jenrette's seven extraordinary houses, the book can't help but be a guide to period decorating in the American Federal and Empire styles. His rooms are decorated and furnished in the gorgeous conventions of high-style classicism. As the reader thumbs through, themes emerge: columns inside and out, gilded convex mirrors, and color-saturated reproduction carpets with bold classical figures. But the houses also pay homage to their locations from New York to St. Croix. In fact, Dick Jenrette has made a hobby of researching and reacquiring the original furnishings in many of his houses. His houses are the finest of the period, national treasures, each one purchased because it was "irresistible." (A preservation trust will preserve the houses for posterity and, someday, open them to the public.)

Dick Jenrette wrote the text full of revealing personal details. Even with his offhand boasts (whether on rescuing Equitable or finding a rare and expensive antique), a charming personality fairly bursting with zeal and affection emerges. We believe him when he says he has "had more fun with [the houses] than with a portfolio of stocks." Prince Charles calls Dick Jenrette a one-man National Trust. Who wouldn't want to read about his treasures?


century. I decided I wanted to do something different in this house.

I started in the beautiful oval dining room with its fabulous marble floor. The room was on the north side of the house with windows only at one end and there was no way I could make it light. Instead, I decided to go the other way and paint it a dark color—a rich chocolate brown, keying off the beige and brown marble floor. Everything stood out in sharp relief: the white marble mantel, white Ionic pilasters, four marble busts of British prime ministers, a gold convex mirror over the sideboard, gold frames on pictures. With soft lights highlighting the rich brown color, the room at night becomes very warm and conversational. It's different, anyway!

While in the middle of painting, I suddenly had a feeling of déjà vu and recalled that I had done the same thing (i.e., paint the dining room brown) at the college fraternity house at Chapel Hill nearly fifty years ago. In my senior year, I had been quite smitten by the University's new faculty lounge, which was painted in an interesting cocoa color. I was so impressed that I decided something similar would look great in the Chi Psi dining room. But how do you persuade fifty guys to paint a room chocolate? I didn't even try. A few of us got up at 2:00 a.m. and painted the dining room. The windows providentially already had yellow and white curtains, which cut the brown. Perhaps not surprisingly, most of the brothers next morning didn't even [continued on page 96]
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notice anything had changed!

This little trip down memory lane reminded me of another experiment which I foisted on my unsuspecting fraternity brothers. The year was 1948 or 1949 and there was a decorating rage in America to paint rooms in dark, deep colors. I first noticed the new fashion one evening while walking by the Delta Kappa Epsilon house. The Dekes were known as the “rich kids,” and I could usually look to them as models of how to dress, but it seemed they had become à la mode in decorating. The entire first floor of the Deke house had been painted a bottle blue green color. I was immediately envious. I decided Chi Psi must also have a blue-green living room—and a week later we did. Once again, most people didn’t seem to care what color the room was painted (as long as they didn’t have to do it), though all agreed the dark color was kind of sexy at night.

Coming on the heels of my successful chocolate dining room, I figured why not go all the way in reviving the dark colors fashionable in the 1950s? After all, that was “my period.” So for my new living room at 67 East 93rd Street I picked out a deep royal blue color (I found it in a book about Marie Antoinette’s chamber at Versailles). It was a jolt at first. But when gold mirrors, pic-
The oval dining room is often the favorite of guests. Its striking chocolate paint enhances the magnificent marble floor; “highly polished, it makes you want to dance!” says the affable owner.

tures with gold frames, gold fabrics on furniture, etc. were dispersed around the room, the blue looked fabulous! The room is dramatic but also has a calming effect.

The one casualty was my mahogany antique furniture, which tends to disappear against the dark blue walls. Conveniently, just as I was pondering what to do, I found two superb, French satinwood bookcases (circa 1820). Gradually, I am replacing the other pieces of mahogany furniture with lighter, blonder woods. Many of these pieces will be French or English, since the lighter woods are more difficult (though not impossible) to come by in American early-19th-century antiques, where my collection is concentrated.

The front hall opens into a reception room which I have painted a cheerful deep yellow, toned down by several panels of antique French wallpaper (by Dufour, circa 1815) depicting exotic Roman scenes. Beyond the reception room is the circular stairwell, marbled all the way up to the top floor—four flights above.

Funny how much more I notice and appreciate the craftsmanship than when I previously bought and sold this house in 1987. I was so attuned to early-19th-century American architecture that I perhaps failed to appreciate the great houses of the 1920s in America. Doing the decorating myself this time also may have been more satisfying. Whatever the reason, I now find this house to be my favorite residence of the many I have had in New York City over the past forty-two years.
French country homes possess a style that is simply elegant. Windows become works of art with classic lace curtains. Beautiful beds in exquisite linens are "the stuff that dreams are made on." A wrought iron table set with colorful ceramics makes a feast for the eyes. And, every nook speaks with a charming accent.

Visit our website: www.ruedefrance.com
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The Patina of Age

I'm confused about the proper care of antique wood furniture. The experts on the Antiques Roadshow are always talking about the importance of original finish, and it seems that the most valuable pieces are the ones that look the dingiest. Aren't you supposed to dust and polish furniture? And doesn't wood get dull and dried out if it's not replenished from time to time? I guess I'm asking for permission to keep my furniture looking nice.

MARTHA EDWARDS
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY

A

h, yes, the wonderfully painful moment when some proud owner of a shining piece of furniture learns that if he hadn't just had it refinished, it would be worth $35,000 instead of $3,500. Original finish is highly prized by collectors not just because they appreciate the history shown in the patina, but because original finish is a clue to authenticity. If the finish hasn't been removed (or worse, faked), is correct for the age of a piece, and is consistent across the different sections of a piece, it is a major factor in establishing the authenticity, and therefore the value, of the antique.

That doesn't mean that you shouldn't take care of your furniture. The short answer is that you should dust your wood furniture once a week and probably wax it once or twice a year. You can use spray furniture polishes, but spray them onto your clean, lint-free applying cloth, not directly onto the wood. A good blended beeswax (Renaissance, Butchers, Staples, Goddard, etc.) should be applied sparingly and gently buffed with a soft, lint-free cloth. Waxing will appear to revive the wood, but in reality wood doesn't need to be fed; what you are doing is polishing the finish. If the old finish has deteriorated to the point that it has worn away or become blotchy, it should be repaired by a skilled restorer. There is a difference between restoration and refinishing. And if a piece of furniture is so valuable or rare that even restoration of finish would compromise its value, then it should be in a museum or housed in museum conditions of controlled humidity and light.

The long answer is that furniture is complex, and maintenance issues are complex. Painted surfaces are more fragile than clear-finished wood surfaces, and must be cleaned and dusted very carefully. Veneers are prone to loosening. A friend once said that she could hear veneers popping all over her house when she turned the heat on in the fall, and can be snagged during dusting. Metal hardware should not be polished in place, because the alkaline cleaning solutions will damage the surrounding wood finish. If brasses are to be polished, they should be removed, carefully cleaned with a weak solution (1:100) of ammonia and rinsed with distilled water, and returned to their original locations. And just as original finish is
valued by collectors, so are patinated brasses; think twice before polishing at all. Upholstered pieces require great care in cleaning; they should be vacuumed regularly with weak suction and so that the wood will not be scratched, while wood-care products must not touch fabrics.

The other factors in maintaining furniture involve use and environment. Food and candle wax should be removed immediately; standing water from beverages and flowers should be avoided with coasters and pads. Doors and drawers should be opened straight and gently; pieces should be moved by carrying, not dragging. Care should be taken with vacuums, mops, and brooms to avoid damaging legs and bases. In a dry environment, humidify. In a moist one, air-condition and dehumidify. Extremes of humidity should be prevented. Direct light, especially UV light, is harmful to fabrics, wood, and finishes. Clear film UV filters can be applied to windowpanes, and of course blinds and shades can be used.

Glass Slippers
We have a circa 1900 Castle Crawford wood-burning kitchen stove, and have been told that it should have glass coasters under the legs. Why glass? Do you know a source for them?

SARAH THOMAS
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

Thick glass coasters were commonly used under heavy cast iron stoves primarily to distribute weight so as not to damage wood and linoleum floors. One theory as to why glass was used supposes that it might help insulate the floor from heat, but they were also used as carpet protectors under heavy furniture. Van Dykes Restorers in Woonsocket, South Dakota, has several types of glass coasters in their catalog; phone them at (800) 558-1234 or check their website at www.vandykes.com.

Centered
Do chandeliers always have to be over tables?

R. N. AND BETSY FOSTER
CARLISLE, PENNSYLVANIA

No. Historically, rooms did not have the fixed uses that they have today, and furniture was moved from the perimeter to the center of the room as needed. A room not in use was termed “at rest.” Chandeliers hung where they hung, illuminating whatever activity went on. Because there might not be a table underneath, some lighting fixtures were able to be adjusted upward by means of hooks, pulleys, or trammels so that they would not be in the way. Ceiling fixtures were not always in the center of the room; they could be used in corners over desks, or close to a fireplace to illuminate the warmest part of a room. When gas lighting became common, gasoliers were typically in the center of the room with a table underneath.

Adjustable-height chandeliers are still a good idea. They can be lowered for cleaning and raised so that a room can have multiple uses: a dining room can be cleared out for a dance or large party. Often, chandeliers are hung too high over tables and an opportunity for intimacy is lost. Electrified chandeliers should always be on dimmers, and candle chandeliers (the origin of the word, after all) are best of all.

Answers in this month’s issue were provided by contributing editor SUSAN MOORING HOLLIS, principal at Historic Interiors, Inc.: (978) 371-2622.
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---

Affordable Antique Bath and More

- Clawfoot Tubs
- Sink & Tub Faucets
- Original Antiques
- Pedestal Sinks
- Toilets
- Glass Knobs
- Shower Rings
- Towel Bars
- Much more....

Visit our full color web site at: bathandmore.com

PO Box 444
San Andreas CA 95249
Toll Free Number: 888-303-BATH
Fax: (209)754-4950

---

Kayne & Son Custom Hardware
100 Daniel Ridge Road, Dept. OPH
Candler, NC 28715
Phone: 828-667-8986
Fax: 828-665-8303

Reproductions, Restorations, Repairs
Blacksmiths, Conservators
- Cast Brass/Brass
- Forged Steel, Brass, Iron
- Interior/Exterior Builders
- Household Hardware
- Fireplace Tools/Accessories
- Locks • Keys • Warded
dFurniture Hardware Recast

Catalog: $5.00

---

Not a Copy.
The Original AGA Cooker.

All cast iron construction for better tasting food.
Two sizes. Ten porcelain enamel colors.
Choice of fuels: gas, LP, anthracite.

Send $2 for 16 page color brochure.

Classic Cookers
RD3 Box 180-2993
Montpelier, VT 05602
802-223-3620

---

CLASSIC GUTTER SYSTEMS
For all your half-round needs
- Up to 26 shipped nationally
- Buy direct
- Heavy duty copper & aluminum

5 styles of cast fascia brackets

Ph. (616) 382-2700 • Fax, (616) 343-3141
P.O.Box 2319 • Kalamazoo, MI 49003
www.classicgutters.com

---

FRAIRIE TEXTILES
from Ann Wulbors & Friends
curtains, pillows, table runners, etc.
celining, MC & Vue
Box 2344, Venice, CA 90244, (213) 617-5510
www.weston砌.com/antiques/
SEWING PATTERNS FOR PERIOD WINDOW TREATMENTS
Over 50 full-sized patterns with a total of 120 styles
CATALOG $3.00
AMAZON DRIVEGOODS, DEPT. OHI
2210 East 116th St., Des Plaines, IL 60018
Phone: 1-800-798-7978 • Fax: 312-322-4003
http://www.amazondrivegoods.com
— CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED —

AMERICA'S OLDEST MAKERS OF COLONIAL AND EARLY AMERICAN LIGHTING FIXTURES

AUTHENTIC DESIGNS
42B The Mill Road
West Rutland, Vermont 05777
(802) 394-7713
Catalogue $5.00

The WoodFactory
Authentic Victorian Millwork

111 Railroad St., Dept. OHI
Navasota, TX 77868
409-825-7233
Moldings • Screen Doors • Porch Parts
Custom Woodwork • Ornamental Trim
Send $2.00 for Catalog

ARCHITECTURAL IRONWORKS
For classic door hardware and accessories, uncompromised in quality and durability, let Architectural Ironworks provide your complete hardware package. Available in Black, Pewter and Solid, Oil-Rubbed Bronze.

ARCHITECTURAL IRONWORKS
12 Bisbee Court
Santa Fe NM 87505
505-438-1864
Fax: 888-438-0033

Decorative Metal Ceilings
Original turn-of-the-century patterns
Using eighty year old dies, the W. F. Norman Corporation is once again producing metal plates for the design of ceilings and wall coverings. Their growing popularity stems not only from nostalgia but from their beauty, permanence, fireproofing and economy.

The fullness of the Hi-Art™ line — including center plates, corner plates, border plates, cornice and filler plates — permits classic designs to be produced that are architecturally proportioned for an exact fit.

Write for reproduction copy of 72 page illustrated catalog. Price $3.

W.F. Norman Corporation
P.O. Box 323 • Nevada, Missouri 64772 • 1-800-641-4038
Fax: 417-667-2708

Authentic Antique Hardware
• One of a Kind
• No Reproduction
• Door Hardware
• Furniture Hardware
• Door Knockers
• Curtain Tie-backs
• Twist Bells

Eugenia’s

www.eugeniantiquehardware.com
5370 Peachtree Road, Chamblee (Atlanta), GA 30341
800-337-1677 • Bus. (770) 458-1677 • Fax (770) 458-5966
email: eugeniahardware@mindspring.com
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OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS 103
Historic Downtown Boston, Massachusetts February 27-29, 2000

The Only Trade Event Dedicated to Traditional Design, Collections Care and Historically Inspired New Construction

“Living with the Layers of History”
Keynote Speaker: John Fidler, RIBA, Head of Building Conservation and Research
English Heritage, London, United Kingdom

- Earn CEU credits (also offered to certified kitchen and bath designers through NKBA)
- Learn about the latest materials and treatment methods in over 50 educational conference sessions on topics like:
  - historic paint colors and reproduction wallpaper
  - window restoration and historic lighting
  - kitchens, porches, sympathetic additions and appendages
  - Victorian wall and floor tiles
- Examine hundreds of period-design products from 300 suppliers across the country
- Network with experts in a wide array of preservation specialties

Contact EGI Exhibitions, Inc.
Tel: 800.982.6247 or 978.664-6455
Fax: 978.664-5822, Email: show@egiexhib.com
Visit our web site at www.egiexhib.com
ROSSING the majestic CHESAPEAKE BAY BRIDGE from Annapolis to the Maryland Eastern Shore is an event in itself. Prior to 1952, the only access was by ferry, or by car or train from Wilmington at the northern end. Just over the bridge is KENT ISLAND, site of the first settlement in 1631. Follow 301 north to 213 to CHESTERTOWN. Immediately to the left, a long row of 18th-century brick townhouses line the CHESTER RIVER, their cottage gardens touching the riverbank. Chestertown boasts the second largest collection of 18th-century houses in the state. Self-guided walking tour maps are available at most shops in town. A good place to start is on CHURCH ALLEY, at [text continued on page 108]
The "Edna E. Lockwood" is tied to a pier by the Hooper Strait Lighthouse at the Chesapeake Maritime Museum. The museum incorporates a working boatyard. Endless creeks and estuaries indent the Eastern Shore. They are the spawning ground for the famed local seafood. Annapolis, once a seat of power, is now a busy yachting center.
Questions on the nuts and bolts of restoration? Learn from the old-house experts.

For 25 years, OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL has been the only publication devoted exclusively to the restoration, maintenance, and decoration of pre-1939 houses. Our plainly written articles show you practical and economical ways to turn that old house “with a lot of potential” into the house of your dreams. • OHJ is written and edited by people who have restored old houses themselves. We’ve learned how to balance history with convenience, lasting quality with a budget. Our first-hand articles explain the do-it-yourself procedures that assure good workmanship while they save you money. OHJ also features articles about landscaping, and the history of various house styles. • Over the years, our readership demand has actually been able to persuade manufacturers to reintroduce such long-neglected items as push-button light switches and Lincrusta-Walton wallcovering. • We think you’ll be delighted and fascinated by our unique publication. Subscriptions to OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL are $27 per year. For convenience, use the postpaid order card opposite. Or call 1-800-234-3797 and charge to MC or VISA.
The country and the seashore are close neighbors. Right: Chesapeake Bay is 200 miles long. Above: A picturesque boathouse on one of the creeks in Talbot County.

The Geddes-Piper House. Next, turn left at Lawyer's Row, so-called for its collection of 19th-century lawyer's offices. Walk down High Street to Water Street, and stop in the White Swan Tavern, built in 1730 as a colonial inn. On Water Street are the 1730 Customs House and Widehall, built ca. 1770 for Thomas Smythe, one of the port’s prosperous 18th-century merchants. Chestertown also is the home of Washington College, founded in 1782.

Leaving Chestertown, follow 213 south to Route 50 into Talbot County, home of stately river plantations. Bordering the Wye River on the north and the Choptank on the south, intersected by the Miles and Tred Avon Rivers in addition to dozens of creeks, Talbot County has over 600 miles of shoreline. Distances are shorter and faster by water, even today. From Route 50, take By-pass 322 to Route 33, and travel down the peninsula to the town of St. Michaels. At the Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum, see the restored 1879 Hooper Strait Lighthouse on stilts. St. Michaels’ main street is interspersed with privately-owned historic houses. During the War of 1812, the townspeople blacked out their homes and hoisted lanterns high in the trees, which caused the British to overshoot the town.

From St. Michaels, Rte. 33 meanders along...
Our techniques are really outdated.

That's right. Our techniques are so old, they've been abandoned by almost every other tile maker in exchange for mass production. Not us. We're still using beehive kilns, original glazing recipes and skilled craftsmen to create tiles known for their natural variations, historic appearance and authentic handcrafted quality. It's this difference that inspires folks to include Seneca Tiles in their renovation and restoration projects. Call or write for our free brochure and a list of our local distributors.

Seneca Tiles, Inc. • continuing Ohio's rich clay tradition • 800-426-4335 • handmold@aol.com

Designed by the ages. Crafted by hand.

Fischer & Jirouch has been hand-crafting plaster ornaments by the same methods for nearly 100 years. We use only traditional plaster in replicas of our 1,500 designs from a variety of periods. Architects, tradespeople, and do-it-yourselfers rely on our pieces to enhance their exterior and interior projects. We also offer custom reproduction.

Hand-crafted Fischer & Jirouch ornaments are as easy to work with as wood and authentic throughout. Send for our 144-page catalog ($10 US, $15 Canadian).

No credit cards. We ship UPS only (no P.O. boxes) Canadian orders in U.S. dollars.

THE FISCHER & JIROUCH CO.
4821 Superior Ave. • Cleveland, Ohio 44103
Tel. (216) 361-3840 • FAX (216) 361-0650
We are specialists in the restoration of antique metal hardware including doorknobs, backplates, hinges, window pulls and locks, lighting fixtures, and other decorative pieces.

Alban Wilmette Platers
Over 60 years experience in restoring antique metal.
Send us your hardware for free estimate.
127 Green Bay Road
Wilmette, Illinois 60091
847.251.0187
FAX 847.251.0281

Custom Architectural Doors
CUSTOM
SOLID WOOD REPRODUCTIONS
PRE-FINISHED
PRE-HUNG
FURNITURE QUALITY
3416 W. Main St.
Ravenna, Ohio 44266
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
330-296-8035
Brochure $1.00

The spit of land known as the BAY HUNDRED PENINSULA, across the drawbridge to the end of TILGHMAN ISLAND, it was named for George Washington’s aide, Tence Tilghman, who brought the news of Cornwallis’s surrender to the Continental Congress. Now a working waterman’s village, the last of the commercial skipjack fleet can be seen in DOGWOOD HARBOR. If you are lucky, you may see one of these boats harvesting oysters under sail.

A visit to the Eastern Shore is incomplete without a trip to OXFORD. The town of 300 people was once Maryland’s largest port, with many prominent early citizens. Among them was Robert Morris, Sr. Now the ROBERT MORRIS INN, his home was built prior to 1710 by ship’s carpenters. The town declined after the Revolution, when tobacco trade with Britain ended. A brief resurgence after the Civil War, when steamships and railroads made it possible to ship oysters as far away as Chicago, ended when the oyster beds were depleted.

EASTON, at the head of the Tred Avon River, was settled by the British in the 1650s. The THIRD HAVEN (QUAKER) MEETING HOUSE, dating to 1684, has been restored and is in use today. The COURT HOUSE, first built in 1710-12 and replaced in 1791, is on WASHINGTON STREET along with the JAMES NEALL HOUSE (1812). THE TALBOT COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY on Washington Street houses a museum. A self-guided walking tour of the historic district in downtown Easton is available.
WILLOW GLEN
KITCHEN & BATH

351 Willow St., San Jose, CA
(408)293-2284
www.willowglen.com

Arts & Crafts Cabinetry,
Furniture, Lighting,
Plumbing & Accessories

Featuring the artistry
of the Mica Lamp Co.

PERSIAN CARPET

MANUFACTURER
AND IMPORTER
OF ARTS AND
CRAFTS CARPETS

OVER 20 DESIGNS, Hand Knotted
IN INDIA, 6' x 9' - 10' x 14'

PC-1A The Wiltshire
PC-7B The Oak Park

5634 Chapel Hill Blvd. • Durham, NC 27707 • 1-800-333-1801
IN OUR NEXT ISSUE May 2000

- **WINE COUNTRY RANCHITA**
  "Cheerfully old" furniture and California Spanish building traditions lend the grace of age to a new house.

- **MANSARD MAGNIFICENCE**
  Once reviled as ostentatious and darkly Victorian, the Second Empire style is now recognized for its architecture and opulent interiors.

- **CHOOSING A BEDSPREAD**
  Guidance on matching your bed covering to the period you want to evoke, with sources.

- **OLD GALVESTON**
  New Orleans style with a Texas swagger.

- **PERIOD BUILT-INS**
  Custom storage ideas and costs.

**ALSO:**
Old-Fashioned Kitchen; An 1891 Interior; Wood Floor Care; Garden Furniture.

**TO SUBSCRIBE:** CALL 1-800-462-0211
The Victorian Kitchen pp.66–71
Cabinet manufacturers of Victorian-era designs:
Canac Kitchens, (800) 226-2248. Crown Point,
Custom Kitchens, (717) 354-4011. Kennebec
Co., (207) 443-2131. KraftMaid, (800) 571-1990,
Plato Woodwork, (800) 328-5924. Rut Cabinet

Shaping Nature pp.72–75
The Complete Book of Topiary by Barbara Gallup
& Deborah Reich, ©1988 Workman Publishing
Co. Topiaries & Espaliers: Plus Other Designs for
Shaping Plants by Linda Yang, ©1999 Houghton
Mifflin Co. So Fine a Prospect: Historic New Eng
land Gardens by Alan Emmet, ©1997 University

Metal Impressions pp.68–73
Painter Barbara Jacobs, 53 Frairy St., Medfield,
MA 02052, (508) 359-5753.

Spit ‘n’ Polish pp.84–88
Lippitt Mansion, 199 Hope St., Providence, RI
02906, (401) 453-0688. Tours Apr.–Dec., Tues.–Fri.
Private functions also. Elizabeth W.A. Cog
well wrote a Masters thesis (1981) on Lippitt
House at Winterthur Museum. Copy is available
at the house. Bob Dodge, 75 Governor St.,
Providence, RI 02906; (401) 331-7222.

Chesapeake pp.105–110
Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum, St. Michaels,
MD 21663, (410) 749-2916. Geddes–Piper
House, 301 Church Alley, Chestertown, MD
21620, (410) 778-3499. Talbot County Cham
ber of Commerce, (410) 822-4606. The Robert
Morris Inn, (410) 226-5111.

Motifs p.122
Reproduction wallpaper by Watts of Westmin
ster (Pineapple W0039-03/112 in Seton color
way); to the trade. Mahogany rods, rings, gilk
pineapple finials (F14) Classic Collections: Pineap
ple. From English company Resina Designs; to
the trade. Website: colonialwilliamsburg.org.

Don’t Paint Your Radiators
Paint drastically reduces the efficiency of steam & hot
water radiators and wood enclosures are poor heat
conduectors. Affordable Ace Radiator Enclosures...
Offer durability of steel with baked enamel finish in
decorator colors. Keep drapes, walls & ceilings clean. PROJECT heat out into the room.

Family Heir-Loom Weavers
Some of the most famous homes in America and
abroad share a common thread. William Morris’s Kelmscott
Manor in England, Andrew Jackson’s Hermitage, and the
residence of Abraham Lincoln - just to name a few - are graced
by our two-ply reversible ingrain carpets.
We offer 15 documented patterns from the late 18th to
the early 20th century. Nowhere else in this country will you
find such fine quality historical reproductions.
Send $4.00 (PA residents add 6% sales tax) for a color brochure to:
Family Heir-Loom Weavers
735 Meadowview Drive, Red Lion, PA 17356
(717) 246-1401 www.familyheirloomweavers.com

Antique Wide Plank Flooring
Heart Pine Eastern White Pine Red Pine Chestnut Oak
New Plank Flooring Ash, Maple, Oak, Cherry, Eastern White Pine
Antique & Reproduction Beams & Timber Frames
Hand-hewn, Rough-sawn & Planed Surfaces
Martise & Tenon, DoveTail Joinery
49 Mt. Warner Road
P.O. Box 719, Hadley, MA 01035
FAX 413.586.3046
800.430.5473

TRIMBELLE RIVER STUDIO & DESIGN
Arts & Crafts Period Stencil & Supplies
For The Bungalow Interior
CATALOG $6.00
www.trimbelleriver.com

Look for us in the Roosevelt Room
at Grove Park Inn - Feb. 18-20, 2000

Amy A. Miller
P.O. Box 568, Dept. A, Ellsworth, WI 54011
(715) 273 - 4844

DON’T PAINT YOUR RADIATORS
Paint drastically reduces the efficiency of steam & hot
water radiators and wood enclosures are poor heat
conduectors. Affordable Ace Radiator Enclosures...
Offer durability of steel with baked enamel finish in
decorator colors. Keep drapes, walls & ceilings clean.
Project heat out into the room.

arco FREE Product Brochure FREE On-site Estimates
Manufacturing Co., Inc.
3564 Blue Rock Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45247
800-543-7040
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Find it here
Objects not listed are generally available, or are
family pieces or antiques.

The Dining Room Table pp.34–38
p. 34 Radial table: Smith & Watson, 305 East
63 St., NY 10021. (212) 335-3615. p. 36 Drop
13104. (315) 682-5500. www.stickley.com. •

Little Cottage pp.60–65
Carl Larson-gården, Sundborn, Sweden. Website:
www.clg.se. • Swedish Style by Katrin Cargill,
©Frances Lincoln Ltd., Pantheon Books.
We have taken the lost art out of old world craftsmanship and perfected it to suit the needs of the 20th and 21st century kitchen design. Some custom sizing and design modifications are available.

A functional work of art in Timeless Handcrafted Elegance.

5754 Lodewyck Detroit, MI 48224
Phone (313) 882-7730 Fax (313) 882-7739 Email GermanSSC@aol.com

THE ORIGINAL
TIN CEILINGS AND WALLS

- 32 Patterns lay-in & nail-up 2'x8', 2'x4', 2'x2'
- Brass, Copper, Plated, Chrome
- Steel and Pre-painted white
- Stainless steel for backsplashes
- 13 Cornice styles Pre-cut miters
- Send $1 for brochure
- Call for technical assistance

Enrich Your Home With Quality Grilles & Registers

Call (978) 772-3493
The Reggio Register Co.
Dept E002, P.O. Box 511
Ayer, MA 01432

Hardware Online
20 lines of decorative hardware
www.addkison.com

Addkison

126 E. Amite St.
P.O. Box 102
Jackson, MS 39205
or call us at 800-821-2750
ask for the Hardware Dept.

VICTORIAN LIGHTING WORKS pg. 79
Lighting Fixtures—Reproduction Victorian & turn-of-the-century, electric & gas, chandeliers & wall brackets. $3.25 catalog.

VINTAGE WOOD WORKS pg. 82
Architectural Details—Large variety of woods. Vast array of brackets, corbels, gable decorations, moldings, porch parts, & doors, shelves, stair parts, window cornices & more. $3.25 224 page catalog. www.vintagewoodworks.com

VISTA WINDOW FILM pg. 9
Reduce Fading and glare—Window film rejects up to 65% of the sun's heat and 99% of damaging ultraviolet rays. Free literature: www.vista-films.com

W. F. NORMAN CORPORATION pg. 103
In Ceilings—Richly ornamented turn-of-the-century patterns using original dies. Center plates, borders, corner plates, cornice, & filler plates. Catalog. $3.25.

WALPOLE WOODWORKERS pg. 91
Garden Accessories—Furniture, lattice panels, trellis, lantern posts, lanterns, mail posts, mailboxes & more. Free 64 page brochure: www.walpolewoodworkers.com

WHITCO/VINCENT WHITNEY pg. 37

WILLIAM GLEN KITCHEN & BATH pg. 111
Everything for the Arts & Crafts Home—Lighting, furniture, cabinets, plumbing, rugs, pottery, copper, textiles, artwork, clocks, stencils, speakers, doorbells, mailboxes, china, landscape lighting, garden furniture, & wind chimes. Free literature: www.willowglen.com

YANKEE BARN HOMES pg. 13
Create A Home—Antique timbers, cathedral ceilings, cozy lofts & skylights. Designers work with you. $20.25. 175 pg. design guide includes plans, color catalogs, specifications & pricing.

YIELD HOUSE pg. 87

Hardware Online
20 lines of decorative hardware
www.addkison.com

Addkison

126 E. Amite St.
P.O. Box 102
Jackson, MS 39205
or call us at 800-821-2750
ask for the Hardware Dept.

Sunflower Showerhead
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Old-House Interiors is celebrating kitchens! Reader interest in kitchens, both period-style and contemporary, has created a demand for more editorial coverage. And the best place to find great kitchens is from you, our readers.

19TH-CENTURY FLAVOR
A kitchen meant to fit into a pre-1900-style house:
- under 180 sq.ft.
- over 180 sq.ft.

20TH-CENTURY FLAVOR
Arts & Crafts, Deco, mid-century, or frankly modern:
- under 180 sq.ft.
- over 180 sq.ft.

All winners will be featured in the Oct./Nov. 2000 issue of Old-House Interiors and showcased at the Fall 2000 Restoration/Renovation show to be held in San Antonio, Sept. 7–9, 2000. Qualified kitchens must have been started within the past 5 years. **Entries due May 1, 2000.**

**Best All-Around Kitchen Wins a Weekend Package**
PLUS TRANSPORTATION! CHOOSE FROM AMONG 4 PARTICIPATING HOTELS.

**3 Additional Category Winners**
EACH RECEIVES A WEEKEND PACKAGE.
(Prize location assigned by judges.)

To receive an entry packet, fill out and return this form.

**YES!** I would like to enter Old-House Interiors' KITCHEN DESIGN CONTEST. Please send a Project Entry Packet.

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**

**CITY/STATE/ZIP**

**TELEPHONE**

Mail this coupon to:
Old-House Interiors, 2000 Kitchen Design Contest
2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930 OR CALL: 978-283-3200
The legendary British AGA Cooker is the only radiant heat multi-function stove available in the world. Radiant heat enhances flavors so much that one taste has sold many AGAs. And any one of the twelve AGA colors will enhance the beauty of your kitchen. Taste and see the AGA differences yourself at the next cooking demonstration at your local dealer.

To learn more, contact

AGA Cookers, Inc.
PH: 800.633.9200 or www.AGA-cookers.com

Our new 400-plus page catalog showcases the country's largest selection of restoration and decorative hardware and features over 4000 items, all backed by 80-plus years of experience. Includes enhanced color section. Catalog $6.50, refundable with purchase.

Crown City Hardware
1047 N. Allen Ave., Pasadena, CA 91104
PH: 626.794.1188 crowncity1@online.com

At Brass Light Gallery, our goal is to provide fixtures that look as if they have always belonged, fixtures that will remain tasteful and in style years from now. Whether your vision of the American dream home is a Craftsman-era Bungalow, classic Georgian Revival, or Wright-inspirerl Prairie, our philosophy has always been to provide interior and exterior lighting of quality and enduring value.

Brass Light Gallery
131 South 1st Street, Milwaukee, WI 53204
PH: 800.243.9595 FAX 800.506.9404 www.brasslight.com

Specializing in hand-crafted period-inspired cabinetry for over 20 years, from the coziness of Country Style, the elegance of the Federal era, or the simplicity of Shaker design. Our Turn of the Century, Victorian, and Arts & Crafts styles reflect later design traditions. Portfolio $10.

Kennebec Co.
One Front Street, Bath, Maine 04530
PH: 207.443.2131
Selling replica furniture and accessories, many found nowhere else. More than 200 faucets and bath accessories, more than 300 styles of door and cabinet hardware. Decorative accessories abound. Orders shipped within 48 hours.

Antique Hardware & Home Store  
PH: 800.422.9882  DEPT. FM00  
www.antiquehardware.com

J.L. Powell & CO., INC.  
Manufacturers of a wide selection of traditional, solid wood, random-width, plank floors and accessories which include matching stair treads, stair nosing, shoe moldings and floor registers. 12 different floors.

J.L. Powell  
600 South Madison St., Whiteville, N.C. 28472  
PH: 800.227.2007  www.plankfloors.com

Marvin Windows and Doors  
Catalog details Marvin’s complete line of wood and clad wood windows and doors. Beautiful color photographs and information on Marvin’s 11,000 standard products as well as the company’s newest innovations and extensive custom capabilities. Easy-to-read construction details and standard sizes are included for each product.

Marvin Windows  
P.O. Box 100, Warroad, MN 56763  
PH: 888.537.8268  www.marvin.com

Seneca Tiles  
Each Seneca Handmold tile is made one at a time, entirely by hand. Valued for rustic surface texture, numerous trims, decoratives and mosaics, and 27 color choices. Seneca Handmold tiles are extremely durable and readily available nationally through 200 fine distributors. For a free catalog and your nearest distributor, call

Seneca Tiles  
PH: 800.426.4335
Genuine Antique Stoves
Restored With Love...
...for the warmth of your parlor
& the heart of your kitchen
Timeless Beauty • Superior Efficiency • Expert Restoration
Call 888-282-7506
Brochure & videos available.
stoveblack@goodtimestove.com  http://www.goodtimestove.com

REPRODUCTION ELECTRIC LAMPS
Museum Quality by Ferraro®
Available Exclusively in BOTH Carbon and Tungsten Filaments

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-221-9092

Telephone 201-938-1200  Fax 201-434-8335
Ideal for Museums, Historic Restorations, Hotels, Period Homes and Theaters
EXPORT LAMPS AVAILABLE IN ALL VOLTAGES AND BASES
Exclusive distributor AAMSCO LIGHTING INC. 15 BROOK ST. JERSEY CITY, NJ 07302  USA

WIDE Flooring
Paneling • Wainscoting
PINE to 32" wide  OAK to 18" wide
Kiln dried to 6%-8%  Milled to your specifications
Send $2.00 for informative literature and grading photos to:
Craftsman Lumber Company, Inc.
Box 222, 436 Main St. Groton, MA 01450
or phone us at (978) 448-5621  Fax (978) 448-2754
Visit our web site at:  www.craftsmalanumber.com
Satisfying Architects, Builders and Homeowners nationwide since 1974
BEST QUALITY  BEST SERVICE  BEST PRICES

KING'S CHANDELIER
COLOR CATLOG SHOWING OVER 100
CHANDELIERs AND SOCONCES • $5

Send $6.00 for catalog to:
PO Box 667, Dept 01,
Eden, NC 27289
336-623-6188  crystal@vnet.net
WWW.CHANDELIER.COM

ADAMS
ARCHITECTURAL
WOOD PRODUCTS

Traditional Storms, Screens and Sash; Mortise and Tenon—no finger jointing.
Individually handcrafted to your specifications.
Quick turnaround. Cost? Less than you think.
Call 1-888-285-8120 to speak with one of our specialists.

300 Trails Road, Eldridge, IA 52748
www.adamsarch.com • fax 319-285-8003
Formerly Midwest Architectural Wood Products LTD.

Circle no. 34
Quality Reproduction
Door Locks,
Lighting, and
Builders’ Hardware

Since 1932, Ball and Ball has been manufacturing the finest quality antique reproduction door hardware including iron strap hinges, brass butt hinges, rim locks, mortise locks, and door knockers, as well as furniture hardware, builders’ hardware, lighting fixtures, and fireplace accessories available. Call for our 108-page catalog, available for $7.00 (catalog cost refunded on first order).

Ball and Ball
463 W. Lincoln Highway
Exton, PA 19341
Phone: 610-363-7330
Fax: 610-363-7639
Orders: 1-800-257-37
www.ballandball-us.com

Circle no. 18
Pineapples

THE PINEAPPLE: a symbol of fertility and widely held to be the symbol of welcome and hospitality. It appears on textiles, furniture, exterior ornament, lamp finials, dinnerware, stencils around a room, and so on.

Jane Nylander, the president of SPNEA, says she “learned” about the pineapple as a symbol of welcome at Winterthur, but admits she’s never found a satisfactory 18th-century reference. Nan Wolverton, curator of decorative arts at Old Sturbridge Village, writes that the pineapple was likely a sign of wealth because tropical plants they required special hot houses. “Pineapples were also a Christian symbol by the mid-17th century—each plant gives up its life for a single fruit. [That’s] sacrifice. There is also an association with fertility that dates back to when the Romans connected pine cones with fecundity.”

The pineapple—hospitality assumption has been boosted by Colonial Williamsburg, which uses the pineapple as their foundation motif. Yet in the December 1999 issue of a U.K. magazine, I came across this line: “As the Georgian symbol of welcome, the pineapple [finial on a curtain rod] is ideal for period windows of that period…” +

TOP: Pineapple-motif wallpaper of the mid-19th century. ABOVE: Ceramic teapot and vase from Staffordshire, England, ca. 1760–1770, owned by Colonial Williamsburg, where many pineapple-molded ceramics have been unearthed. BELOW: Pineapple finial on a Rococo high chest, ca. 1798, made in Virginia. LEFT: Today’s pineapple finial, a classic in mahogany and gilt.